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Some Philosophy, First 

How do we get people to work? When you think of it, there are only three 
ways; 

We give them dollars, 
We give them orders, or 
We give them reasons. 

Pay, pressure, or persuasion - some mix of these three is what prompts 
most people to work. The rare and exquisite handicap for volunteer leadership 
is that we have only the last one. This sometimes makes motivating volunteers 
seem like trying to run a four-minute mile under water. 

So, scratch money and mandate as main incentives, and look hard at persua 
sion. Here, many volunteer leaders think first of rewards outside the work it 
self: pins, buttons, badges, certificates, gold watches, Mickey Mouse watches, 
etc. This can be nice but i t ' s  only the icing on the cake; the real substance 
of volunteer motivation is the work we offer people, the job itself. This is 
an intrinsic motivation. 

We know this, first of all,  from ancient wisdom, thus: 'The wise leader 
knows that the reward for doing the work arises naturally out of the work." 
Current evidence further confirms this. A 1981 Gallup poll listed the main 
reasons Americans gave for volunteering. Of eight reasons given with signifi 
cant frequency, the top three were: 

---Like doing something useful, helping others 
---Am interested in the activity 
---Enjoy doing the work, feeling needed 

Make no mistake about it, the work itself is by far the most powerful 
motivator of volunteers, That is the first surprise for some who assume that 
other, extrinsic incentives, are the key. 

The second surprise is that the work-motivation a person brings to us is 
almost always sufficient to fill the needs of our organization. We don't have 
to reach down inside people and adjust their drive mechanisms. Actually "moti 
vate" as a verb is somewhat disrespectful of the kinds of quality people who 
come to us as volunteers. To repeat, the notion that appropriate volunteer 
placement needs first to manipulate a person's motivation is usually fallacious 
and always arrogant. Instead, we can accept the motivation people bring with 
them; almost always this is good enough, in the sense that somewhere there is 
work we need that this motivation will power. 

To summarize our two main assumptions at this point, hoping that what fol 
lows will persuade you of them: 

The work itself is the main motivator of volunteers 
In the adult human being we don't create motivation; we identify it, 
accept it ,  and then connect it creatively to organizational and 
community need. 
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Motivational Markers 

The window of work process is based on these two assumptions. The pro 
cedure identifies the work which most motivates a volunteer and at the same 
time is useful to the host organization. The process is a simple, effective 
tool for use in connection with interviewing, placing, and matching volunteers. 
It provides a profile of existing motivation for work which is: 

• · •  Specific 
• • •  Anchored in visible behavior 
• • •  Comprehensive, and yet 
• • •  Practical, in terms of realistically available time for interviewing 

and placing volunteers. 

Contrast this with current approaches to volunteer motivation. These tend 
to be pitched at a somewhat abstract general level. Let 's  say we determine that 
a person is high on achievement motivation. This is a good start, but we still 
need to know exactly what this person likes most to achieve, Thus, I am high 
on achievement motivation. But the person who would place me appropriately as 
a volunteer still needs to know specifically what I most want to and can achieve; 
for example, excellence in logical analysis, written communication, etc. At 
least by process of elimination, it is equally important to know what I am not 
interested in or capable of achieving, e . g . ,  fix-it skills, mathematics, etc.  
Finally, the placement person must also be able to discriminate clearly be- 
tween my present capabilities and things I only hope to get good at in the 
future. 

The same points apply to other generalized descriptions of volunteer moti 
vation. Thus, to say a person has a high affiliation drive, does not tell us 
specifically what kinds of people this person most prefers to associate with, 
and least prefers. 

The window process assumes that much can be made of people accepted as 
they are. The process is respectful of people in another way, too. Once the 
relatively straightforward procedures are briefly explained and illustrated, 
people can largely proceed by themselves. That is, via the window, we can un 
ravel relevant motivation for volunteering without deep-probing or subtly psych 
ing people. We need just ask, them, and trust them to tell us what we need to 
know about their work-relevant motivations. 

• 

But we must ask about the right things in the right way. 
concentration on three kinds of motivational markers, defined 
amples immediately following the explanations. 

The key here is 
below, with ex 

• 

1) A Glad Gift is something fairly specific a person likes to do, can do 
pretty well, and which might be of use to other people. This is what a person 
is pre-motivated to do, has competence plus preference for. Clearly, glad gifts 
are basic building blocks in designing volunteer jobs. 

2) A Quest or Yearn-to-Learn is something fairly specific a person would like 
to learn, an area in which a person wants to improve. Having such space to 
breathe and grow built into a volunteer job is a great way to prevent burnout 
and assure retention of volunteers. 

The Quest-of-all-quests, of course, is someone caring enough to help you 
learn and grow. In catering to quests, the long term payoff for the organization 

.l 
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is freshened motivation and deeper loyalty on the part of the volunteer. The 
short term tradeoffs are (a) 'loss!' of some current volunteer contribution 
(since by definition a volunteer can't fully perform a quest now) and (b) the 
need for an organization to invest time or effort helping the volunteer learn. 
This means you don't  teach a person to swim by throwing them in the pool and 
walking away. All too similarly, in response to my quest for learning to speak 
Spanish, one organization told me: "We'll put you with Spanish-speaking people." 
So? Am I supposed to learn Spanish by osmosis; or (better) will at least one of 
the Spanish-speaking people be asked specifically to help me learn. 

3) A NO-NO or "Don't Ask" is just what it says. Too many volunteers are too 
nice to say "no" when asked to do the detestable, too nice to detail their 
aversions in the first place. And maybe you're too upbeat to ask. But do ask. 
If you don't ,  tragic scenes like this ensue. The quiet, seemingly unhappy woman 
who had been taking notes at the chair's request, later listed as her top aver 
sion - guess what - taking notes at meetings. 

About the second or third time a person is saddled with a no-no, absent 
special explanation or psychological compensation, you've probably lost them. 
No matter if the gaffe is inadvertent. Stepping on a person's No-No's, uninten 
tionally or not, probably accounts for most of the otherwise mysterious volunteer 
burnouts we never seem to understand. 

The irony is, once we know a volunteer's no-no's it is usually easy to 
avoid them. Otherwise, you can at least ease the pain by being clear you're 
asking something rare and special, and have no recourse but to do so .  

There's much more on Glad Gifts, Quests and No-No's in THE NEW PEOPLE AP 
PROACH HANDBOOK from Yellowfire Press, 1981. The booklet also covers two other 
kinds of motivational markers: "once-in-a-whiles" (= occasionally enjoy it) and 
"do-it-anyhow's" (Like, I ' m  driving to 3 want to carpool?). 

There is also one other major motivational component, which has something 
to do with passion and bedrock values, basic life goals and dreams that never 
die. So far as I know, it can't be fully handled in anything like a formula 
fashion, though i t ' s  no less important for that reason. It has much to do with 
the fact that while writing is a glad gift of mine, I 'd never do it for the 
Ku Klux Klan and I would do it for, say, a Women's Resource Center. Possibly, 
we could begin to get close to this value base by requesting completion of a 
sentence such as: "I think the world would be a better place if 

Whatever, personal purpose must not be forgotten • 

My somewhat abstract grappling with this "fourth factor" was providen 
tially interrupted by a communication from Kitty Gray Carlsen, Program Associ 
ate, Family Community Leadership, Cooperative Extension Service, State of 
Washington. Apparently sensing a similar kind of incompleteness with just the 
three motivational markers, she " .  . .  decided to add a section for volunteers 
to indicate why they chose to become involved in the organization. I have found 
that this helps volunteers clarify expectations of involvement and helps us to 
understand subsequent behaviors!" She calls these "Wise Whys" and thereby comes 
up with a format which has the additional advantage of looking like a window. 
( See Figure l . )  
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Figure l :  Cooperative Extension Window 

WISE WHYS GLAD GIFTS 

QUESTS TABOOS 

I I 
VOLUNTEER WINDOW OF WORK 

In the first pane of this window under "Wise Whys",write down 
why you decided to become a volunteer for this organization. 

Under "Glad Gifts" list any talents, skills, 
e t c . ,  you do well and that you enjoy doing. 
like it, list it!  

The third pane is for listing your "Quests": those things you 
yearn to learn more about, or skills you would like to develop. 

In the fourth pane list what you don't like or what you never 
want to be asked to do. We call these "Taboos,' 

• 

• 

• 

interests, hobbies, 

If you do it and 
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I do like the four-pane approach, though wise whys might not always be 
necessary. Basic values sometimes come through quite clearly in themes running 
through Glad Gifts, Quests and No-No's. See especially here, Caitlin Downing's 
Window of Work in Figure 4,  following. 

Window Shopping 

I t ' s  time now to move from talking about windows to concrete examples from 
real life. Three of these are presented in Figures 2 , 3 ,  and 4. 

Figure 2 - Barbara Stans' Window of Work 
(not her real name) 

Glad Gifts Ouests No-No's 

• 

Plan meals 
Cook) Ba1almost anything 

Informal speaking to 
groups 

Golf 
Drive a car 
Swim 
Gardening - herbs, 

veggies, and flowers 

Hike 
Edit,  write short 

articles 
Long-term relation 

ships 
Play piano 
Crossword puzzles 

Teach conflict manage 
ment 

Select, accessorize, 

harmonize colors in 

clothing 

Dance (waltz, 2-step, 
polka, free style) 

Sew simple garments 

Crochet 

Manage money 

Write longer articles, a 
book 

Explore literature, poetry 
Learn to speak French 
Learn to play tennis 
Improve cross-country 

skiing 

Photography skills 
Improve: 

piano skills 
organ skills 
ability to judge wine 
golf 

Organize photographs 

Square dance 

Knit 
Identify song birds 
Identify wild flowers 

Improve counseling skills 
(maybe a master 's  degree) 

Use a computer 

Understand complicated 
financial statements 

Improve appreciation and 
knowledge of symphony, 
drama, art 

Bowling 
Smoking 
Downhill skiing 
Parachute jumping 
Mountain climbing 
House cleaning 
Bingo 

Fundamental religion 

Smoky rooms 
Weak coffee 

Being controlled or 
manipulated 

Flagrantly bad grammar 
or spelling 

Dishonesty 
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Figure 3 - Ivan Scheier's Window of Work 
(his real name) 

G&ad Gi6ts Quests No-No's 
(Lie to do 8 do we&&) Yoaun-To-Laa Pease don't ash! 

lash d~shes (b hand) Speal Spanish Take meeting notes 

Daw cone&sons Moe about meditation Stand in &~e 
6tom Stat. Tab&es 

Sti {tu cooket Red tape 
bite {sevea& kinds) 

Managing money Teach tennis 
Teach canoeing 

Mahe ea5 ta&k vwith Smot toom 
Ta&h about so&a 5bang@ts 

Asking 6ace-to- {ace pow?tu 
P&au hacke-sacl 6ot mone, 

Vegetable gadenig 
Mabe a spontaneous p00ch 

donations 

He&p with ideas on 
Histot o Southwest .S. Media commeteia&5 

eaned teenue 
6und tis~g Being &ate 

woke with shove&, 0then peop&e being 

pickaxe &ate 

Sp&t wood Being &et down by 
peop&e I must 

Read poet a&oud depend on 

He&p peop&e Zen Woning outside when 

ta&k, hike it's co&de than 
20F 

Dancing (most hinds) 
Ta&h on telephone 

Cata&oguig, e&ass 
6ing books and 
@tie&e5 

Comping sue 
statistics 

Co&&ecting humor 

(hatching suns ets 

k 

Note to reader: Questing doesn't necessarily mean you're totally ignorant 
in an area. I 've meditated for three years, and have taken some formal instruc 
tion but that's only whetted my appetite to learn more. 

• 

• 
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Figure 4 - Caitlin Downing's Window of Work 
(not her real name) 

Glad Gifts Quests No-No's 

• 

• 

Writing 
Networking people 

with similar 
interests 

Introducing people to 
gourmet vegetarian 

meals 
Laughing 
Exploring/sharing 

women's creativity 

Hiking, back-packing 
Jumping in cold 

mountain streams 

Analyzing political 
process 

Reading: poetry, 
philosophy, psy 
chology 

Training: group pro 
cess; networking; 
resource-sharing; 
organizational de 
velopment; creative 
fund-raising 

Playing with cats 
Taking walks around 

smallish cities 
Discovering ambiance 

of a place 
Enjoying silence 
Advocating feminist 

issues/"feminizing" 
society 

Talking about healthy 
living: food, exer 
cise, self-acceptance 

Growing flowers 

Facilitate women's 
creativity groups 

Publish my writing 
Live in a rural en 

vironment 
Grow a large garden 

of vegetables and 
flowers 

Find a loving, long 
term relationship 
with a man 

Learn more about: 
Being an effective 

social-charge agent 
Silence and patience 
Acceptance of people 
Providing a living 

space for people 
in need 

Self-sufficient 
living models 

Multi-media arts 
projects 

Rigidity/sloppiness 
of thought 

An "ends justifies 
the means" men 

tality 
Desire to dominate 

the eco-system 
Cruelty to animals 
Talking for the sake 

of talking 
Denial of possibility 
Crowds 
Cocktail parties 
The color orange 
Polyester pants 

Two points occur immediately on looking through these three windows. First, 
sometimes a phrase or two describing the motivational marker is far from a com 
plete description; for example "collecting humor." Rather than ask the person 
to write a book on each, which might cut off the flow, use the phrase as a 
launching point for productive elaboration and perhaps negotiation. 
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Secondly, never assume out of hand that a glad gift is 'useless," however 
self-oriented it may seem to be. My "glad gift" of "watching sunsets," for 
example, once elicited this response: "I work with the blind and invite you 
to describe sunsets to interested blind people." 

In any case, the foregoing are fairly typical windows: somewhere around 
15-20 Glad Gifts and about half that number of Quests and No-No's. The num 
bers, proportions, and level of concreteness vary widely, of course, and that 
is perfectly natural. Only extreme patterns need trigger caution; say SO 
no-no's and no glad gifts! Or vice versa. 

The window imagery comes from an early use of the method with a paid staff 
person, as it happens. He completed the listings, then said he wished the boss 
could see them before she delegated or dumped more jobs on him. "I 'm  sure 
she'd be more sensitive in work assignments if she had this kind of information 
in clear, concise form. Know what (he said), I think I 'm going to put this in 
my office window." 

The window format is helpful in presenting profiles, though some prefer 
simply to list the three motivational components, without the window imagery. 
Nor is there anything sacred about the names "Glad Gift,"  "Quest," and 'No-No." 
I will however, haunt anyone who substitutes "skill' for "glad gift ."  Teaching 
tennis is a skill of mine in the sense that I ' m  pretty competent at it. I 
worked my way through college in part by teaching kids to play tennis- and 
ended up hating kids and tennis. I 've more or less recovered on kids but tennis 
is still one of my no-no's. Though a skill. If you somehow persuaded or pres 
sured me to ply this skill you 'd probably end up sorry • I certainly would, and 
so would the kids. (Remember, i t ' s  supposed to be a Glad Gift :  preference along 
with competence. 

Building Windows 

How do we get windows of work from volunteers or potential volunteers? 
Whichever method is used, it helps that the procedure is relatively straight 
forward and interesting" In fact, a happy side effect of the process is how 
important and valued it makes volunteers feel. "Hey, they' re not only inter 
ested in what I can do for them; they actually want to know what I like to do, 
and even more amazing, what I ' d  like to learn, and what I don't want to do ."  

Early on, I suggest you describe the purpose of the window process; for 
example, "to find volunteer work that fits  your motivation as well as our needs.' 
Then show a few sample windows, your own perhaps, or other volunteers' (with 
permission), and/or the ones presented just previously here. I t ' s  good to do 
this face-to-face; to save time, it can be a small group situation. After the 
explanation and examples, you must usually give people a fair amount of time to 
complete and polish their windows; a couple of hours at a minimum, even better 
if it can be overnight or more. Here are some suggestions for making listings 
as complete as possible: 

* At the very least, an open window will be relatively paneless. 

• 

• 
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l.  Take your time, take a break from the task and come back to it fresh. 

2 .  Draw from your life at large, not just one part of your life, such as 
work or home. 

3.  Go back and forth between the columns. Don't feel you have to 
get all the Glad Gifts down before you go on to the Quests, etc • 

4 .  Talk through your listings with someone else, and ask for their com 
ments and questions. This should stimulate further free association. 

5 .  Have people who know you well, list what they think should be in your 
window. (You might do the same for them.) They might pick up some 
things you forgot to list because you do them so frequently and thus, 
automatically. Or No-No's you tend to repress. 

6. When finally, you seem to be running dry, focus on a series of specific 
situations, such as "work," "at home," "recreation," and see if that 
turns up a few more listings to put in your window. 

The Haltom City, Texas Volunteer Program incorporates the window in their 
volunteer registration form, as follows: 

WORK WINDOW" 
Please give some thought to completing the "Work Window' as it will be 
a primary indicator in helping us locate a special place for you. 

In the first pane of the window, under "Special Talents. . . "  list any 
talents, skills, hobbies, activities, etc. you do well and that you 
enjoy doing. This could be things such as typing, talking to people, 
organizing people or projects, writing, working with children, walking 
dogs, reading, painting, cooking, studying history, operating computers, 
whatever. Don't  hesitate to list it; it might surprise you how your 
talents could be utilized. 
The second pane is to list areas of interest you might not presently 
have the skills to perform, but which you might enjoy learning about. 
This could include things such as word processing, Texas History, police 
communications, city government, landscaping, cable television. 

In the third pane, tell us if there is anything you really don't want to 
do. You might be especially shy and don't want to meet the public, or you 
may have worked as a secretary and maybe you would rather avoid typing Or 
filing on a volunteer basis. If so, tell us. 
By providing this type of information, we hope to tailor your volunteer 
position just for you. If we can accomplish an enjoyable work environment 
for you, we accomplish a rewarding and beneficial volunteer experience 
for both you and the city .  

"WORK WINDOW" 
(PLEASE TRY TO LIST AT LEAST FOUR OR FIVE THINGS IN EACH COLUMN) 

Special skills, Talents 
or Interests you like 
to use 

Areas you would 
like to learn 
more about 

NO! 
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Another approach would be to mail the people well beforehand,an explana 
tion of the window, with examples, then ask them to bring the draft of their 
window to an interview. 

Glad Gifts, Quests and No-No's can also be incorporated as a natural part 
of the flow in a volunteer interview. This can be one-to-one or alternatively, 
a group situation in which the window process is described and exemplified. 
Then we all begin building our windows, helping each other do so. 

The window process tends to avoid the deep probe proclivities of some 
other volunteer interview approaches. As further protection of privacy, volun 
teers should be assured they need not list anything they consider too personal. 
There will still be plenty of publicly shareable material to build on. A few 
people may still balk at sharing their window with any stranger. I suggest you 
ask such people to prepare their window, keep it to themselves, and use it to 
build their own volunteer job proposals, in relation to the needs of the organ 
ization. 

• 

There's No Such Thing as a Concrete Window 

The prospective volunteer should have a window of course, but I also sug 
gest the window be regularly re-done for current volunteers, every six months 
or so. This will first of all demonstrate the program's continuing interest in 
volunteers as individuals. It also provides a solid basis for checking the ap 
propriateness of present volunteer assignments, and gives direction to re 
assignment, or at least re-thinking of a volunteer job. Thus, if my desire to 
learn Spanish has now been taken care of ,  maybe we need to look at my quest- 
list for further learning opportunities. In this way, the window of work is as 
important for preventing volunteer burnout as it is for good placement in the 
first place. This is because job conditions change, and so does a person's 
window of work. The latter point is worth a little elaboration. An individual's 
window is not cast in concrete; ordinarily, it is far more flexible than glass. 
In the first place, you are always being reminded of things to add to your win 
dow. So, keep it open. There is also a clear pattern of clockwise flow around 
a window, over longer timespa"_ 

GLAD 

GIFTS QUESTS NO-NO's 
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As the drawing suggests, a Glad Gift can sometimes become a No-No through 
overuse and/ or unpleasant associations (My teaching tennis. People don't burn 
out; functions d o ] .  Also, a No-No can become a Quest when instruction is a 
cure for fear or reluctance, and you end up liking it .  [Say, you hate public 
speaking, are persuaded to take training in it and end up enjoying it! No-No, 
to Quest, to Glad G i f t . ]  No-No's can also transit directly to Glad Gifts via 
positive associations, though it takes time. (I began to enjoy at least playing 
tennis a little bit again last summe., when it proved to be about the only way 
I could get to see tennis-fanatic friends.]  Finally, Quests can become Glad 
Gifts, once learned. [Once I learn how to speak Spanish, you probably won't be 
able to shut me up in that language, either . ]  

So, go with the flow. Remember, too that surrounding your window is a 
veritable galaxy of neutral activities, neither glad gifts, nor quests or 
no-no's. Sometimes, the flow becomes a kind of vortex sucking them into the 
window in any of its three parts; conversely, anything now in the window might 
spin off and out to neutral limbo. 

Going From the Window to the Right Work 

Suppose we have windows now for both prospective and present volunteers. 
How do we move from this motivational data base to the "solution": the most 
appropriate work for the volunteer? First of all, I hope the volunteer will be 
encouraged to participate actively throughout the process. 

The challenge is to build together work which: 

l. Taps into at least one or two of the individual's glad gifts. How 
ever, you shouldn't expect to be able to involve all or most of a 
person's glad gifts .  These rarely form a single coherent pattern, 
in any case, as our sample windows indicate. 

2. Provides growth opportunities in at least one Quest area. 

3. Avoids all No-No's or at the very least compensates carefully for any 
unavoidable aversions. 

4 .  C a n  be accomplished_within the time the person_has to invest. Time 
available information comes from sources other than the window. How 
ever, the window might influence this factor. Thus, most people can 
find more time for work within their window than work outside it; 
that is, they'll make more time for what they like to do and want to 
learn. And assignment of No-No's encourages people to remember how 
little time they have. 

5 .  Be of clear, present, and important use to the organization or agency. 
The window process can easily tempt design of work only to please the 
worker. Wrong; the work must please both worker and worked for. 
"Building Work that Satisfies," II,concentrates on designing volunteer 
work to please the organization as well as the volunteer; specifically, 
how the volunteer's window of work best fits staff's  "door of oppor 
tunity." 
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For now, let 's  just note that a reasonably complete window of work, pro 
cessed in terms of the foregoing five criteria, will yield at least fifty 
distinct volunteer job possibilities. Try it with the window examples pre 
sented in this article. My own window has generated over 100 appropriate 
volunteer job possibilities for me; two of which I've happily filled in recent 
years. 

Ordinarily,only a really rigid organization fails to find something it 
can build around a person's reasonably complete window of work. Even when an 
organization, intent on slow suicide in the increasingly fierce competition 
for volunteers, restricts itself to just one or two roles for volunteers, the 
window can still suggest how a volunteer can best fill that role; e . g . ,  what 
kind of case aide, office worker, etc. 

I've tried window-type job building with hundreds of people and have come 
to this firm conclusion: there 's no such thing as an apathetic person; there 
are only unimaginative interviewers working with incomplete information for in 
flexible organizations. Particularly in such cases, the window can be used at 
the volunteer's rather than the organization's initiative, in the search for 
meaningful work. 

Other Windows, Other Rooms 

This article was oriented to placing volunteers productively and happily 
in work via the window. There are also a number of other possible uses, less 
explored at present. Among these are :  

l .  Exchange windows with a friend, spouse, co-worker, partner, family 
member, etc .  Discuss. Have you, out of ignorance, been playing too 
much to each other's No-No's, neglecting each other's Glad Gifts, and 
forgetting to give the other person enough chances for growth (Quests)? 

2 .  As a paid person or volunteer, see if your boss at work is willing to 
look at your window, the better to motivate you and use your potential. 

3.  YOU as a boss, get and use windows on people you supervise. 

4 .  Use your window as a way of monitoring satisfaction in your present 
job. Are there still enough Glad Gifts in it, at least a few oppor 
tunities for growth (Quests)? Has the job come to require too many 
no-no's for you? About every six months I take out my window of work, 
retouch it as necessary, and use it to gauge the level of fulfillment 
in my current work situations, paid or volunteer. 

5 .  If the above kind of analysis shows a serious lack of fulfillment in 
your present job, use the window to visualize the kind of job you should 
be looking for, the job which would maximize chances to use Glad Gifts, 
seek quests, and minimize No-No's. 

6 .  Steps 4 and 5 above might also apply to other parts of your life; for 
example, homelife, leisure time, marriage, relationships, family. 

7.  What about preparing windows for organizations? Glad Gifts would trans 
late to something like "willingly shared resources or competencies." 
Quests and no-no's would remain pretty much as with an individual. 

The Window of Work has many uses. Let the light shine through. 

, 
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Opening the Gate 

Hardly anyone needs reminding that staff resistance to volunteers 
is still with us. In fact, after thirty years or more, i t ' s  still near 
the top of the problem parade in agency-related volunteer programs. A 
parallel kind of problem seems to occur between rank-and-file members of 
entirely volunteer groups and their leaders: the chairperson, president, 
club leader etc. 'Staff resistance' transforms here to concerns such as 

the inability of some all-volunteer groups to assimilate new members. 
So many groups" . . .  become effectively closed after awhile and then 
quite literally die off. It can be very tough to break into a group 
after it has been in existence awhile." [Our thanks for that observa 
tion to Sandie Guthans, Director of New Orleans RSVP.] 

We will favor the more familiar staff-volunteer language and frame 
work in our discussion. We're nevertheless aware that the archtypical 
issue has little or nothing to do with whether the person is paid or 
not. Rather, the issue is between ".  . .  GATEKEEPERS," paid or unpaid, 
who control access to participation and " .  . .  POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS! 
who want easier, more complete, or more satisfying access to participa 
tion. The need is the same, whether these people be called "volunteers," 
"members," "employees" or whatever. 

Gatekeepers can open the gate wide and smile; slam it shut in the 
face of potential participants; or open it only gingerly, just a crack, 
and then complain that the people who squeeze through aren't big enough. 
I t ' s  the latter two we're worried about. 

Most strategies for opening up participation tend to identify staff 
(gatekeepers) as the primary cause of the blockage. "If only staff would 
respect and trust volunteers more," we say; "if only they weren't so 
threatened" and "why can't they DELEGATE more?" 

The approach here, by contrast, asks certain questions which suggest 
that staff are not the primary reason for the difficulty. Planners/ 
implementers of volunteer programs are more likely to be the cause, for 
lack of adopting appropriate strategies. Our candidate for appropriate 
strategy begins with this question: 

How can we expect staff to carve out meaningful roles for volunteers 
when staff doesn't even adequately understand their own role? Moreover, 
usually no one gives staff much help in understanding their own role. 
Yes, many staff have a formal job description. But often, what a person 
actively does is far from identical to their job description. Especially 
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at a specific, concrete level, what one does is more or other than what 
they say you ought to be doing (job description) .l 

Once we've absorbed the need to go beyond job descriptions to actual 
descriptions of the job, we're ready to face a seeming paradox: you 
can't develop clear and meaningful volunteer jobs without first analyzing 
in detail what staff are doing and how they feel about it. Similarly, 
to involve members more meaningfully you must first scrutinize very 
carefully what elected officers or other group leaders are doing. 

So, a first step is a process which helps staff clarify any fuaay functions. 

The clarifying process must also be comfortable, and that brings up our second main point. 

Volunteers_must_be_seen_by staff_as_strengthening their capability 
and_control_rather than_stretching_it thinner, as enhancement of their 
competency rather than a challenge to it.  

As for control, asking staff to work comfortably with volunteers is 
asking them to forego the two main mechanisms by which we exercise adequate 
control over employees: 

We pay them (and can stop doing so) 

We order them (and can continue to do so) 

A third control-threatener is overstretched time. Staff, club 
leaders, chairpersons and other gatekeepers are typically overworked and 
under-helped; that's usually why we propose involving volunteers in the 
first place. We then proceed (often) to lecture staff on how much 
additional time and effort they should invest in supervising/supporting 
volunteers. To this approach, I once heard a staff person react thusly: 
"Hey, I've already got a caseload of 70 clients. And now you seem to be 
asking me to add a caseload of 25 volunteers. Are you out of your mind?" 

I sympathize. We need a delegation process which puts staff in the 
driver's seat insofar as possible, and, indeed, can be seen by them as 
enhancing their control of events and challenges. This is not accom 
plished by coming in, kicking the desk, and saying to staff:  

"Wow, I 've got this great volunteer; wouldn't you like to meet her?" 
or 

Not incidentally, say the same for volunteer job descriptions. 
They're neat, comforting to our sense of orderliness, and often substantially mythical in detailed practice. 

• 
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"How about my getting you a volunteer tutor or two?" 

It is not even accomplished by asking staff to submit volunteer job 
descriptions. Not usually, because, as I said, many staff need a better, 
more specific understanding of their own job before they can intelli 
gently decide how volunteers can best help them. So, we err in telling 
staff to look at volunteers when they should be looking first at them 
selves. And, in any case, we don't give them a specific practical process 
for looking at themselves. 

Helping Staff Look At Their Own Work First 

The process proposed here is called a "Job Factor." It is in a 
direct line of descent from a method called Need Overlap Analysis in 
Helping (NOAH) first developed about fifteen years ago and widely applied 
in field practice since then. The job factor is an advanced version of 
this approach, sometimes called NOAH-III. 

The most recent authoritative background on NOAH is in The New 

People Approach Handbook, Chapter 5. There is also more here on 
philosophy, operational guidelines and examples of applications, etc. 

Here are some general guidelines for facilitating the job factoring 
process: 

1. Clearly explain step-by-step procedures, with examples (as 
described in the next section). 

2. Explanations can be on an individual or group basis, but each 
staff/gatekeeper does her/his work as an individual. 

3.  Give people plenty of time to complete the process, at least 
overnight and preferably a few days over which they can come 
back to it periodically, and enlarge or modify their job factor. 

4.  Assure staff that supervisors will not be loc zing over the: 
shoulder. Sharing of their job factor, in whole or in part, is 
on an entirely voluntary basis. 

5. In some situations, you might also want to note that completion 
of the process does not commit a person to accepting volunteer 
or other help with their job. Indeed, job factors are great 
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aids to insight about one's work, even if they don't lead to 
suggestions on how volunteers might help. 

Step by step now: 

1. Ask the person to make an ACTIVITY LIST (The "A" List). 
Think of your last few days (or week) at work and list fairly 
specifically, all the things you did work-wise during that time. 
It 's  usually difficult to remember all these tasks at one 
time as you think of other activities. Some people like to be 
sure of a complete list by keeping a log of their activities 
for a few days. A complete Activity List might well contain 
30 or 40 distinct activities, possibly even more. Figures I 
and II are examples of this. 

2. Now mark your Activity List as follows: 

(a) "Y!' marked after an activity means that you believe you 
would be more effective and satisfied as a worker if 
you could get someone else to take this off your hands. 
These have been called "spinoff" or "up for grabs" tasks. 

(b) "T" marked by an activity means you'd be more effective 
and satisfied if you could team it ,  do it with someone 
else. Clearly, that's not the same as a spinoff. You 
do want to continue doing the task; you just want some 
company with it, a partner or teammate. 

(c) A circle around a task means you feel this is a "keeper," 
pretty much the core or center of what you do, an 
"essential." You definitely want to keep doing this by 
yourself. You might easily have four or five keepers. 

(d) None of the above. Leave these activities as is ,  with 
no marking. 

3. Now, in another, second column, make your DREAM LIST (The "D" 

List.) These are things you would love to do or see happen for 
the benefit of the organization and the people it serves. 
However, these things are not being done now, either because 
you (or others) don't have the time, don't have the resources, 
or have neither time nor resources. Take your time pondering 
this list, too, and try to come up with 2-5 "good dreams." 

4 .  Now prepare a QUEST-LIST. This "Q" list describes fairly 
specific things you 'd like to learn more about, and/or areas 
in which you'd like to learn and grow. 

• 

' 
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5. Finally, set up a fourth column with the heading PLEASANT 
SURPRISES (The " P . S . "  Column). Leave this column blank for 
now but (we hope) not forever. All this column indicates is 
that you are flexible enough to make room for involving 
unanticipated time and talent, which might be offered you or 
the organization, provided it shows prospects of benefit to 
all concerned. 

Throughout, keep reminding people to be as specific and concrete as 
possible in all their listings. 

Figures I and II are examples of job factors, adapted from "real 
life." 

From the Job Factor to Volunteer Jobs 

The staff/gatekeeper job factor facilitates precise delegation from 
staff to volunteers, in a way which gives staff genuine ownership of the 
volunteer program. 

Here's what we have to work from: 

A. Overall patterns in the job factor 

B. The Activity List { "A" List) 

1. Unmarked items 
2.  X = spinoffs, "up for grabs" 

3. T = team with another 
4. Circled= keepers, essential to my job 

c. The Dream List ("D" List) 

D. The Quest-List ("Q" List) 

E. Pleasant Surprises [ " P . S . "  List) 

A. Overall Pattern 

Willingness and ability to delegate to volunteers tends to better 
insofar as: 

. . .  There are a healthy number of spinoffs, teams, dreams, and quests in 
the job factor--for these define the work which is potentially delegate 
able to volunteers . 

. . .  Relatively few spinoffs, teams, dreams and quests are excluded out of 
hand by an "authority check," e . g . ,  violate Union contract; illegal for 
volunteers to do this; against organizational policy or encountering 
strong staff feelings that this job should be paid for. 
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• • .  A  reasonable proportion of remaining possibilities go beyond routine 
tasks, to more meaningful, challenging work. That is, drudge spinoffs 
do not overly predominate. 

Potential for delegation to volunteers is poorer insofar as:  

The above three conditions are not met. Thus, some staff seem uneasy 
about "admitting" that they have any spinoffs, apparently for fear it 
will show they aren't really needed. Watch, too, for very short "D" and "Q" 
lists; the staff/gatekeeper who is afraid to dream and/or unwilling to 
concede that he/she has anything to learn. Watch, too, for staff who 
are seriously put off by the openness of the concept of the Pleasant 
Surprise column. My strong hunch is that volunteers first of all tend 
to be more for those willing to concede they need help (all listings). 
After that, volunteers are more for dreamers, questers, the flexible and 
creative among staff/gatekeepers. 

In any case, use the overall job factor pattern in the above ways 
to suggest an individual staff person's receptivity to volunteer help. 
If that receptivity seems low, remember they may still be a fine staff 
person in other respects, then go to more receptive staff first in advo 
cating and placing volunteers. 

B. The Activity List 

1. Unmarked items, such as "meeting visiting dignitaries" in Figure II. 
L k f "X " "T" " i 1 " k . h ac, o: any » or c r c. .e  ma rl i n g  m i gh t  simply mean the staff person 
is undecided on this and/or needs more information. Don't press them on it. 
In fact, be very clear that i t ' s  okay to have activity listings unmarked 
for as long as you want. On the other hand, it might gently be suggested 
at the right time, that subdividing such items could clarify their status. 

Thus, in Figure I,  "Plan next orientation for volunteers" could break 
out into sub-tasks such as: 

Review feedback from last year's volunteer orientation 
Set agenda 
Select and invite trainers 
Search out appropriate films and other training aids 

This kind of breakout might more easily suggest delegation possibilities. 

2.  X = Spinoffs, "Up for Grabs." These aren't always or necessarily 
drudge items, especially in the perception of some volunteers, But, if 
spinoffs are all staff seems willing to offer volunteers--no teams, dreams, 
or other meaningful responsibilities--we may have a problem here. Either 
the program is new and needs to learn to trust volunteers more (give it 

d 
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some time to do that) and/or the staff person suffers from stale stereo 
types on what volunteers are capable of doing. 

3 .  T = Team with another. These are high potential for encourag 
ing staff to move on to "higher" things in delegation to volunteers. In 
the first place, staff can still keep their hand in on a team task; they 
don't have to let go and "give it up" entirely. At the same time, team 
tasks often represent somewhat more responsible volunteer work than 
spinoffs do. 

4.  Circled = Keepers or essentials. STAY AWAY! For now at least. I 
shudder to think how much resistance to volunteer programs is due to going 
for staff 's job factor jugular first; that is, their keepers. All to 
typically, this is done without specifically consulting staff--or even 
giving them an opportunity to realize that this is the core of what they 
do. At any one point in a program there will usually be plenty of other 
things volunteers can do--many of them quite meaningful. Later, after 
trust builds, you might begin gently to suggest that some keepers could 
be at least partly "upgraded" to teams, or even spinoffs. Thus, "inter 
view volunteers," a keeper for the coordinator in Figure I, could evolve 
to a point where a volunteer first "job shadows" the coordinator in such 
interviews, then teams with her on a few more, and perhaps later takes a 
few of them over (spinoff). 

C. The Dream List 

The demonstration here is that volunteers can help us do things we 
desperately want to do, but never could accomplish without their help! 
That's a powerful motivator for many frustated staff. Unfrustrating 
their pursuit of dreams is a great way to prevent staff burnout. And over 
and over again, volunteers have demonstrated they can help make dreams 
come true for an organization. Indeed, this was the historical role of 
volunteers: putting flesh on dreams that never would have happened 
otherwise; creating and justifying new services and facilities before 
society was prepared to pay for them. 

But don't let volunteers take dreams away from staff. That's 
as bad as encroaching on staff "keepers." Generally, make the advancement 
of dreams a team enterprise between staff and volunteers. Otherwise, vol 
unteers help staff have more time to achieve their dreams because of the 
volunteers helping them with their activity list (spinoffs and teams). 

D. The Quest List 

As indicated earlier, the kind of staff/gatekeeper who can't think 
of anything much they need to learn, is probably not a good bet to dele 
gate much meaningful work to volunteers. Where you do find at least a 
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few yearn-to-learns, there is a tremendous opportunity to puncture 
restrictive staff stereotypes on the level of work volunteers can handle. 
In one program where a pattern in staff quests suggested the need for a 
workshop on creative problem-solving, the coordinator brought in a pro 
fessional trainer to do the workshop--as a volunteer. That fact was not 
lost on staff. 

E. PLEASANT SURPRISES 

This blank column is to remind us that we can make meaningful volun 
teer job placements not only by "selling" staff-designed work to volun 
teers (the usual way) but also in the other direction, by marketing 
volunteer talents to staff. For example, suppose a person who likes to 
play piano and is good at it, walks in. The creative coordinator might 
respond by launching a music hour weekly at the nursing home. Similarly, 
an optometrist offers his services to a Juvenile Probation Department. 
Well, Juvenile Probation Departments aren't supposed to be in the eye 
testing business. But, this one had a creative judge who built a program 
around this person's offering. Result: about half the kids coming 
through the court proved to have significant visual problems which had 
slipped through more superficial school screening. All this, of course, 
had profound significance for alternative understanding of why some of 
these kids had trouble reading and in school, generally. 

To prime the pump for pleasant surprises, present staff with a com 
posite list of "glad gifts" offered by volunteers or potential volun 
teers: fairly specific things they like to do and can do pretty well. 
Ten volunteers might have 250-300 of these glad gifts, in a wondrous 
range and variety. Only a truly stunted imagination could fail to be 
tempted by this great richness of offering and begin to fill the pleasant 
surprise column with the seeds of productive programs, 

There's much more on "glad gifts" in the New People Approach 
Handbook, and "Building Work That Satisfies: I. Volunteers and the 
Window of Work." 

Processing for Matches 

Organizations differ; no two sets of conditions are the same. Use 
your own best judgment on how to move toward matches between staff needs 
and volunteer offerings. These are just a few suggestions. 
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A. Caution staff/gatekeepers against over-expectation. If 15-20% 
of their work assistance needs (X + T + D + Q) can be helped by volunteer 
offerings, that's great and is, in fact, a rough average based on field 
usage of this process. But too often, staff go in one fell swoop from 
expecting nothing of volunteers to expecting everything. So, please be 
sure gatekeepers don't anticipate instant comprehensive satisfaction. A 
colleague, Kathy Dickerson, says she sometimes feels staff thinks she 
has a huge freezer well stocked with a wide selection of quick-frozen 
volunteers. She can instantly retrieve precisely the right size and 
shape volunteer, put them in her people-sized microwave for a minute and 
presto! 

-Taint so 

B. The raw list of "spinoffs," "teams," "dreams" and "quests" can 
easily reach 25 or more for a single gatekeeper, and up to hundreds when 
combined over even a relatively small staff. This is so even when staff 
clearly understand that their work assistance needs are to be shared 
only voluntarily at their own discretion. 

Especially in agency settings, the following criteria should usually 
be applied to narrow down the raw list of staff/gatekeeper work assis 
tance needs. As indicated previously, the criteria for elimination are: 

1 .  It violates union contract for volunteers to perform this task. 

2.  I t ' s  against organizational policies. 

3. Legally, this responsibility must remain with a paid employee, 
including paid employees with specific credentials and/or 
training. 

4. For any reason, staff feel strongly that people should be paid 
to do this (and maybe some volunteers feel the same way). 

On all the above, keep trying to change the situation if you think 
the task is something volunteers ought to be able to do. Pending such 
change, however, work within the framework as you find it. 

The above process could cut the total work assistance request list 
by 20-50%. There will still almost always be lots of meaningful things 
volunteers might do among many remaining spinoffs, teams, dreams and 
quests. 

C. The ordinarily large staff need list remaining (X + T + D + Q) 

can be matched with volunteer offerings in a number of ways. But first, 
we have to do everything possible to be sure we have a good grip on all 
that volunteers are willing to offer, and, equally important, that they 
are not willing to offer. The recommended method for doing this is to 
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get a "window of work" from each volunteer or potential volunteer. 
Essentially this is the fullest possible listing of the person's "glad 
gifts" (previously described), quests (the same as in the staff job fac 
tor) and no-no's/aversions/taboos. At this point, we do suggest you 
familiarize yourself thoroughly with the window of work process if you 
have not already done so. The most recent complete coverage is in 
"Building Work that Satisfies: I :  Volunteers and the Window of Work" 
available from Yellowfire Press. 

D. We can now compare staff job factor need lists (X + T + D + Q) 

with volunteer work windows in a number of different ways. The possible 
variations are: 

1. A combined staff "work assistance need list" is reviewed 
in relation to available volunteer work windows. 
Reviewer is the coordinator or other volunteer program 
leadership person. 

2 .  Ditto, review of individual staff "work assistance 
need" lists. 

3. The combined staff work assistance needs list is 
circulated to present or potential volunteers who 
compare it to their work windows. 

4. Ditto, work assistance need list is circulated to 
volunteers separately for individual staff/gatekeepers. 

5. A group of staff/gatekeepers and volunteers 
exchange job factors and work windows and discuss them 
face-to-face, with a view to making matches. 

6 .  A combined volunteer work window is circulated to 
individual staff who each compare it to their own 
job factor need list. 

7. Ditto, individual volunteer work windows are 
circulated to staff to compare with their job 
factors. 

8 .  In the future, I can visualize a variation in which each 
participant enters the process as both giver and receiver 
of help, which is to say with both a job factor and a 
work window. Each participant then scans all other job 
factors relative to her/his own window while all other 
participants review her/his job factor in relation to their 
window of work. The result should be a more fulfilling and 
effective redistribution of tasks among staff, among volunteers, 
or any combination. 
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However many matches are made in the above ways, we must always 

remember that a single spinoff, team or dream, doesn't always correspond 
exactly to a volunteer job. Various combinations and permutations may 
still have to be made; for example, a spinoff sweetened by a dream, or a 
dream shared among several dream-implementers. For more on how task 
elements can be combined or even transmuted into jobs, you might want to 
look at my chapter in the book MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS: HOW THE REWARDS 
OF UNPAID WORK CAN MEET PEOPLE'S NEEDS {available from Yellowfire Press).  

At long last, then, we come to the volunteer job description. This 
occurs, please note, at the end of the volunteer job development process, 
not at the beginning as some seem to think. Job descriptions are simply 
the record of that process, not an influence in it. And because job 
factors change, as do work windows, I suggest you do each at least twice 
a year. This means that a volunteer job descriptions should not be 
engraved on tablets of stone. Instead, write them in slowly disappearing 
ink. 
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PERSPECTIVE 

Introduction 

A decade ago, "Winning with Staff" proposed some fresh approaches 
for dealing with staff resistance to volunteers--then the number one 
problem in agency-based volunteer programs. Any concern that the problem 
would vanish before I had a chance to write a sequel, has long since been 
dispelled. 

The challenge has, if anything, broadened. First of all, we now 
realize that staff need not be the "oppressor" of volunteers, for the 
problem to exist. In groups where volunteers dominate, by numbers or 
policy position, it is the staff person who sometimes feels thwarted by 
volunteers, rather than vice versa. 

Finally, a related challenge can exist in groups where there are no 
staff at all, that is, in groups composed entirely of volunteers,such as 
self-help groups, service clubs, many church or synagogue groups, etc. 
A variation of "staff resistance' occurs here when the "new kids!' in the 

group find the "old guard" blocking significant participation. 

The general case in any organization is that there are: 

GATEKEEPERS who control access to participation, whether as staff, 
the chairperson of a board, the officer of a club, etc. 

and 

POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS, paid or unpaid, seeking wider or deeper 
involvement in the organizations. 

The Gatekeepers can: 

Open wide the gate to participation, with a welcoming smile 

or 

Open it just a crack, and maybe let you squeeze in, partly and 
uncomfortably 

or 

Slam it shut in your face. 

This booklet is about the last two circumstances. If you 're now in 
the first situation, I hope you won't use this book as an excuse to go 
looking for problems, on which to apply your shiny new techniques. In 
stead, enjoy, and use these strategies to prevent deterioration in par 
ticipation paradise. Know, too, that however comfortable the situation 
is at home, your people are probably going to encounter blockages to 
participation in other organizations they deal with. 
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For the rest, every situation is different. Therefore, after some 
early general orientation, this booklet is essentially a selection of 
concepts and strategies from which you can choose according to your in 
dividual needs and style. 

I do hope, however, you'll read it through at least once before 
beginning to make such decisions. There's a certain logic in the sequence 
of presentation. Good luck. 

Ivan Scheier 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 
October, 1987 
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A Rough-and-Ready History, Yours to Finish 

If I ever try to write a bible of human services, I know what the 
first sentence will be: 

IN THE BEGINNING THERE WERE VOLUNTEERS 

I'm having trouble with the second sentence, but let that pass. 

In the beginning there were volunteers. Every human service occu 
pation or profession has volunteers in its ancestry. The first social 
workers were volunteers; the first teachers; the first nurses and other 
health care workers. Firefighters were originally volunteers, and still 
today, about 8O% of the fire departments in the U . S .  are volunteer. 
Early clergy weren't paid and many still aren't today (or anyway, not 
much). There's an old Judaic tradition that the Rabbi never accepts 
money for his services from the Congregation; he supports his family by 
taking other jobs. 

In the beginning, police officers were volunteers, and much of law 
enforcement is still done on that basis. Elected officials were at first 
unpaid and that still occurs in some cases today, especially in smaller 
communities. The entire concept of probation, employing thousands today, 
originated in 1841. John Augustus, the world's first probation officer 
was a volunteer. Early child care workers were unpaid; they were called 
"parents." 

And on and on. In the beginning there were only volunteers and they 
pioneered all the paid positions in human services today. Here, then, 
is a talking point with skeptical staff,  especially since the volunteer 
job creation process continues today. We need to get back to the kind of 
meaningful volunteer job assignment which permits this year's volunteer 
job to be next year's paid position. Then volunteers can go on to pioneer 
other positions. 

Sometime quite early in this century, the pendulum began to swing 
away from all-volunteer human services towards paid personnel to replace 
volunteers. The irony is that while many worry today about volunteers 
replacing staff ,  historically the process has always been precisely the 
reverse: staff replacing volunteers. 

Why did the pendulum move towards increasing proportions of paid 
staff? Once volunteers established the need for a service, and there was 
growing demand for it (especially in more densely populated areas) we 
needed people on the job for longer and longer hours. Then, as now, the 
person who can volunteer full-time is rare. At the same time, we started 
asking people to lock themselves in to large portions of time and money 
for preparatory professional education--something volunteers are unlikely 
to do in their spare time. Thus, a professional helping class (mainly 
paid) began to emerge and by mid-century or so, it looked like volunteer 
ism would soon be obsolescent. But the obituaries were premature. What 
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some then saw as an amiable relic from an earlier age of horse-and-bug8Y 
helping, not only hung on, but experienced a vital renewal. The reasons 
are worth a book in itself. Probably, agencies without volunteers began 
to feel a little lonely, and dangerously isolated from their communities. 
They also realized that a thin line of staff could never alone meet all 
the needs of their clients. 

So the pendulum which had swung first from all-volunteer to nearly 
all paid staff, finally edged back again to somewhere in the middle- 
significant numbers of both volunteers and staff in the human service 
delivery system. I t ' s  been oscillating there ever since the 1960's,  give 
or take a decade depending on which service area you're talking about. 

There are certain fundamental lessons this history can teach us: 

I t ' s  difficult or impossible to do the job just with volunteers. 

I t ' s  equally difficult or impossible to do the job just with paid 
staff. 

Therefore, we're going to have to find the right mixture of staff 
and volunteers, and make it work. That's what this booklet is about, 
and nobody is telling you it will be easy. The co-existence of volunteers 
and staff, in human service agencies is, with a few shining exceptions, 
like a marriage that hasn't settled down yet, after 25 years! But, for 
sure the honeymoon is over. 

Time now for realism, rather than romance. 

t 
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WHAT DOESN'T WORK (USUALLY) 

We don't mean to tease, but i t ' s  useful to get out of the way first, 
a few things that don't work, and never have. It seems silly to waste 
time trying them over and over. Maybe that's a trifle over-stated. 
These three approaches have hardly_ever worked in the last thirty years. 

INSPIRATIONAL INTIMIDATION 
PSYCHOLOGIZING THE SITUATION 
JUST RUB ON A LITTLE TRAINING 

A fourth loser is separatism and is dealt with in a later section, 
entitled "The Search for Common Ground." 

Anyhow, with these out of the way, we can stop making the same old 
mistakes over and over, and go on to making some creative new ones. 

Inspirational Intimidation 

We admire our wonderful volunteers so much. It pains us when others 
greet righteous enthusiasm with indifference or disdain. We're prone to 
over-react with over-sell, What comes out then--as well as at most every 
annual volunteer recognitition event--is anecdotes suggesting that all 
volunteers are 

MIRACLE WORKERS 
BRILLIANT AMATEURS 
ACHIEVERS OF INCREDIBLE RESULTS AS IF BY MAGIC 

We mean well, but see how such statements can come across to skeptical 
staff: 

MIRACLE WORKERS. Sounds like a rescue operation. Nobody likes to 
be seen as needing to be rescued. 

BRILLIANT AMATEURS. I once heard this prideful announcement by a 
volunteer: "The theories said this kid could never learn to 
read. But I didn't know about all the theories, and I never 
studied any textbooks on it. SO, I just went ahead and taught 
him to read'' 

Scattered applause I didn't  join. I wanted both hands free to 
strangle the guy. Because what came across was that all 
staff 's  struggle and expense of getting professional training 
and experience, wasn't worth a thing. Why can't we upgrade 
volunteers without downgrading all that staff stands for? 

GET INCREDIBLE RESULTS AS IF BY MAGIC. Magic shows are great to 
watch--from a distance. But I 'm not sure I ' d  want to work up 
close to a magician. He might make my job disappear. 
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These kinds of implication are almost always unintentional, but no 
less insulting to staff, for that reason. They also ultimately do a 
disservice to volunteers by setting up unrealistic expectations for their 
performance--a "set-up' in more than one sense. 

If you must miracle-ize volunteers, at least tell a few counterpart 
stories about exemplary staff (there almost always are such stories if 
you look for them). Better yet, regale with anecdotes about the great 
achievements of staff-volunteer teams. Praise the partnership. Best of 
all, prevent inspirational intimidation of staff by emphasizing that 
volunteers, by and large are just decent folks who want to help out. 
Helpful human beings are much more satisfying as co-workers than saintly 
wizards. 

Psychologizing the Situation 

Or -- "What did you mean by saying 'hello'?"  

One of the hardest things to do is respect staff skeptics, realizing 
and believing that, though we regret their "resistance" to volunteers, 
they may still be fine people and good, caring staff. That 's  not only 
the ethical position to take; it 's  often a fully truthful one; and fre 
quently effective as well. People see you as someone they can talk to 
and negotiate with, rather than as an implacable fanatic on the subject 
of volunteers. 

On the other hand, it is terribly tempting to ascribe a staff per 
son's skepticism to basic defects in character or problems in mental 
health. The insinuations are almost always unintentional, but they are 
there. 

Please watch, for example, the use of clinically-connected terms and 
phrases such as: staff is "threatened" by volunteers; staff is 'anxious! 
about volunteers; and certainly, staff is "paranoid" about volunteers. I 
know you don't  really mean to suggest that the origin of staff failure to 
support volunteers is because they hated their mothers, or vice versa. 
But unfortunately that kind of concept can easily insinuate itself in 
otherwise productive dialogue. 

There are several problems with psychologizing the staff-volunteer 
relational issue. 

such statements are very often untrue, unfair and misleading 

even where grains of truth may exist, performing psychoanalysis 
or the like on all affected staff (or volunteers) is impractically expen 
sive and time-consuming . 

. psychodynamic finger-pointing at staff naturally provokes a 
retaliatory finger pointed right back at you. Thus, it may well account 
for the equally absurd legend of the neurotic volunteer. 

• 
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To be sure, there are some volunteers who may have mental problems. 
Indeed, there are some organizations you have to be crazy to volunteer 
for. There are also some staff who are neurotic, at least some of the 
time. But that's not the point. Neither staff or volunteers are pre 
dominantly neurotic or psychotic. Therefore, that's not the general 
issue we're dealing with in staff-volunteer relations. Unless you're 
into name-calling under cover of psychology. 

L e t ' s  Just Rub on a Little Training 

Most of us no longer believe in panacaeas; formal learning may be 
the last surviving snake oil. Suspiciously often, at foggy crossroads 
in our lives, we go back to school and get another degree. And if there's 
a problem at the agency, a favorite quick fix is to hire a trainer, have 
a workshop, and move right on to something else. 

Similarly, some seem to believe that mandatory staff training in the 
use of volunteers will make resistance magically disappear. I doubt it, 
as a rule. The kinds of strategies we're talking about in this booklet 
spread far beyond the time confines of a workshop. Besides, there's no 
such thing as education without motivation. 

I used to volunteer with juvenile delinquent boys who were school 
dropouts or kick-outs. At first I suffered from the prevailing prejudice 
that these boys actually weren't too smart. Then, it came time for them 
to take the written test for becoming licensed automobile drivers. One 
and all blew that test out of the water, scores ranging from 90% on up 
(far better than I did with my finely honed test-taking skills fresh from 
graduate school). Why? These boys desperately wanted to drive a car 
(with a slight preference that it be done on a legal basis).  Therefore, 
they readily absorbed the necessary material. Unfortunately, no teacher 
had ever been able to get through to them that things like English and 
math were nearly as important as driving a car .  

The case is parallel for "training out" staff resistance to volun 
teers and "training in" support for same. You can sit them down in a 
classroom and give them great information on how to involve and supervise 
volunteers, but if they don't see any gripping reason for learning the 
material, they won't even hear it. Certainly, training staff in how to 
work with volunteers can be a useful auxilliary tactic, if at the same 
time, other approaches described in this booklet are building staff moti 
vation to learn the material, 

And while we 're  at it, orientation of volunteers is at least equally 
important for assuring good staff-volunteer relations. Strongly recom 
mended here is a deliberate, well--planned session on "The care and feed 
ing of staff ." From the very beginning, be sure volunteers understand 
that a primary part of their job is to make staff 's  job easier by pro 
viding relevant sympathy and support. Let staff themselves handle some 
of the sessions on this, sharing, for example, insights on why they're 
sometimes grouchy (it isn't  because they hate volunteers) and maybe 
don't  always answer telephone calls promptly. (It isn't because they 
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think volunteers are unimportant; i t ' s  because the ceiling just fell 
down.) Whether directly involved in this staff-sensitizing training 
or not, staff will probably appreciate your making efforts to orient 
volunteers in this way. 

Very few volunteer programs make that effort today, as a significant 
self-conscious part of volunteer orientation and training. A spot poll 
suggests maybe one in fifty programs do. This may be just another con 
sequence of a secret assumption that staff resistance to volunteers is 

their problem. They must change their ways; we needn't change ours. 
Yet, the best way to get a smile is to give one and not expect staff to 
produce them out of thin air. And, generally, the best way to earn 
support is to offer it. We volunteer people need to think about that. 

The next three sections share the theme of the importance of care 
ful diagnosis as a basis for action. 

• 
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DIAGNOSIS AS A BASIS FOR ACTION 

The Look of it :  Diagnosing Your Staff-Volunteer Situation 

How do you know when you have a problem in staff-volunteer rela 
tions? 

On the one hand, don't go looking for trouble where none exists. 
On the other hand don't wait to be hit on the head with a two-by-four 
before reacting. Thus, don't  assume everything's okay unless you see 
staff and volunteers actually punching each other out. That's actually 
happened, but only once that I know of in 25 years. 

Look for subtler signs from staff 

I t ' s  n o t  so much active sabotage as passive resistance. 

I t ' s  not so much what staff does as what they don't do. Don't 
expect snarls, but worry at the absence of smiles. I t ' s  not so much 
that staff overtly "bad mouths' volunteers as that they fail to show up 
at volunteer recognition events. Visible hassling of volunteers is a 
far less likely sign than sheer absence of staff requests for volunteers. 
in meaningful work. 

· . . Finally, i t ' s  not so much that staff hate volunteers as that 
they have other more important priorities. Hating volunteers today is 
something like hating motherhood, God, and the right to boo the home team. 
You don't directly challenge such conventionally sacred values; you just 
ignore or trivialize them by putting your time elsewhere. Sometimes, the 
conflict of loyalties is more objective. I was once consulted on a case 
of token volunteerism at a children's institution. The superintendent 
seemed genuinely interested in changing that for the better. But he 
showed me the memos from the top boss. One said in effect "Volunteers 
are operational priority Ill in this system," but there were no positive 
or negative sanctions to back up this statement. 

The other memo said something 
being property completed by staff .  
will be unable to properly process 

like this. Form X-870-B2 is not 
Unless this is promptly remedied, 

paychecks in the new fiscal year." 
we 

• Which memo do you think the superintendent gave priority to? 

So much for diagnosis from the staff side. 
signs of a staff-volunteer problem are relatively 
Volunteers start dropping out all over the place. 

On the volunteer side, 
more straightforward. 

In addition to significant signals from staff and from volunteers, 
there is a third basis for deciding where you stand on staff-volunteer 
relations. That basis is organizational climate and receptivity, and is 

dealt with in the next section. 

In the section following that, you will find a checklist for evalu 
ating attitudes towards volunteers held by individual staff members. 
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Organizational Receptivity to Volunteers: A Checklist 

Introduction 

Staff support of volunteers may not be a problem for all volunteer 
programs all of the time, but it certainly worries many programs much of 
the time. This condition apparently dates from the YEAR ONE. 

No two staff-volunteer situations are quite the same. This checklist 
is designed to help you diagnose your situation carefully, identify and 
capitalize on strengths, raise awareness on issues and challenges, and 
launch positive planning to do something about current problem areas. 

Some dozen years ago, a prototype form of this checklist was developed. 
The current version benefits from experience on checklist usage over the 
years; it resembles its ancestor only faintly. Especially valuable feed 
back was contributed by Marty Martin and participants at the May, 1983 
VAC Forum in Detroit, Michigan. 

Using the Checklist 

Before using the checklist, consider changing more abstract terms 
to more concrete relevant ones. Thus, "the overall organization or 
agency" in Checklist Statement #l might be changed to the name of your 
agency or organization. 'Top Management" in Statement #2 might be simi 
larly specified for your agency, and so on for other statements. You 
should also feel free to add or delete statements, according to their 
relevance for your organization. 

Now select several different people to fill out the checklist, inde 
pendently of each other. Representation should include the person most 
directly responsible for the volunteer program (one hopes this is a pro 
fessional volunteer coordinator or director), a volunteer or two, one 
line staff person who works with volunteers, and one who does not. 
Wherever anonymity can encourage candor, it should be offered as an op 
tion. Ideally the checklist will also be completed by at least one 
middle management and one top management person. In any case, management 
should be involved in discussion of results and receive a report on out 

comes, 

Remember here that some of the statements probably represent areas 
Management has never really thought about in connection with the volunteer 
program. The whole process can be educational. 

A later section describes the interpretation and use of the checklist 
once it has been administered to the above-described people. Before read 
ing that section, however, you might prefer to proceed with having the 
checklist completed by respondents. 

% 

This is a revision and update of an earlier Yellowfire Press publi 
cation entitled: "Where Do We Stand With Staff :  Team or Trauma?" 
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STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS WORKING TOGETHER 

Name (Optional) Date 
-----------------· ·----------- 

Kole in (lrganlzat1Onl 

Relation to Volunteer Program_ 

Listed below are some key factors affecting the state of staff 
volunteer relations in an agency-sponsored volunteer program. Please rate 
each of these statements on the following scale for the volunteer program 
with which you are associated in this organization. 

5 excellent, couldn't be better 
4 = very good 
3 good 
2 =  fair 
l = poor 
0 = very poor, or unknown (because if you don't 

know about it, it can't  be much of a factor) 

Rating 
5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 , 0  

l.  The overall organization or agency that volunteers work 
for is stable, healthy, and free of serious conflict 
and basic survival anxiety. 

2. The top management of this organization has developed and 
effectively communicated a policy on volunteers which is 
clear, specific, well-informed, positive, and has teeth 
in 1 t . I  

3. Roles of staff and volunteers are clearly defined both 
generically and in terms of specific tasks. 

4 .  Volunteers are clearly perceived by everyone as either a 
direct or indirect support for staff and the organization 
as a whole. Volunteers are not seen as a means of re 
placing staff. 3 

5.  Most volunteer job descriptions are directly based on 
staff needs for assistance in their work. Information 
about these needs is provided by staff themselves as 
specific things which it is inefficient or unnecessary for 
them to do or as additional things they can accomplish 
with volunteer help.' 

6 .  We have a wide variety of volunteer jobs and roles from 
which staff may select those with which they are most 
comfortable. Staff members actively participate in 
developing this wide range of volunteer job designs. 
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7. Staff have solid ownership of the volunteer program via 
their participation in planning, recruiting, screening, 
job design, orientation and training, supervision, and 
evaluation of volunteers. (Volunteers can be fired and 
staff know it . )  This staff participation involves both 
policy-setting and whatever program implementation staff 
have time for. 

8. The targets for increased number of volunteers are 
realistic. We do not play the numbers game here with a 
volunteer program. 

9. A significant, well-planned part of orientation and 
training for volunteers, emphasizes sensitivity and 
sympathy to staff problems and the primary importance 
of being supportive to staff. 

10. Wherever possible (and this means frequently),volunteers 
are recognized and rewarded in conjunction with their 
staff supervisors or associates. That is, the recogni 
tion goes to a staff-volunteer team or partnership. 

ll. Volunteers regularly choose and publicly commend staff 
people they consider outstanding; for example, "The 
staff person of the month." 

l2. Our organization consistently implements a system of 
concrete, specific rewards for staff who work effectively 
with volunteers. The need for mobilizing community vol 
unteer support to achieve organizational job goals is 
built into every staff job description. 

13. A staff person's performance with volunteers is regularly 
evaluated and seriously considered in decisions concerning 
that person's status and promotion in the organization.9 

14.  Individual staff receptivity to volunteers is carefully 
assessed. With rare exceptions, volunteers are first 
assigned to more receptive staff who are also know 
ledgeable about working with volunteers. 

15. Experience working with volunteers, openness to dele 
gating meaningful duties to them, and creative belief 
in their potential are criteria actively used in re 
cruiting and selecting new staff at all levels in the 
o rga niz at ion. 

16.  We regularly conduct both pre- and in-service orienta 
tion and training programs for staff on how to work 
effectively with volunteers. This training is carefully 
planned, and sufficient time is allowed for it .  

1 7 .  A  well-qualified person has been designated to coordinate/ 
direct the volunteer program and act as a bridge linking 
staff and volunteers. This person is allowed enough time 
to do the job properly. 
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18. The above-described volunteer coordinator position is at manage 
ment level. The coordinator has ample opportunity to partici 
pate in organizational decision-making, particularly as it 
might affect the volunteer program. 

19. The volunteer program office is conveniently located and 
easily accessible to both staff and volunteers. 

20. We have effective grievance mechanisms for handling staff/ 
volunteer problems. These mechanisms are available to 
both volunteers and staff. 

Total sum 
• 

• 

NOTES 

g reasonably specific portion of a policy statement on volunteers 
(as distinct from only a generalized philosophy) is indicated by the 
following from the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retar 
dation (MHMR). "The Rules of the Commissioner of MHMR Governing the 
Internal Management of Facilities of the Department 3O2.O5 .O3.O20-(0)  
(Rev. 9 / 1 / 8 1 ) " :  

(o) The use of volunteers shall be a consideration in 
determining merit pay increases if the use of 
volunteers is feasible and they are available at 
the work location and the employee has the author 
ity to request volunteers. 

g thoroughly field-tested process for implementing these two 
statements is Need Overlap Analysis in Helping (NOAH), described in The 
New _People  Approach_Handbook, Yellowfire Press, 1981. $5 .OO  per copy. 
A more recent update on the process is in "Building Work That Satisfies: 
II. Staff as Well as Volunteers," 1987. $ 3 . 5 O  p e r  copy. 

3 The fear of replacement by volunteers is confronted in a later 
section entitled "Will They Take My Job Away (Or My Budget) ?" 

pee of us fully appreciate the enormous range of roles volunteers 
can fill.  See the Yellowfire mini-series title: "The Things Volunteers 
Do: A Thousand Names of Caring." 

5 
See Note 2, 

6 
See Note l .  
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Using Checklist Results 

Once the checklist has been administered, convene a group to compare 
and discuss results. The group should include all those who completed 
the checklist, plus others selected on a need-to-know basis. 

Now compare responses statement by statement among those who complete 
the checklist. You may want first of all to discuss and clarify your 
understanding of what each statement means. There's more on most of them, 
elsewhere in this booklet. 

Then, consider first the case where solid consensus exists among 
strengths (high scores) in your staff-volunteer situation. These factors 
can be pretty much left alone for now, though a review of 'hat we must 
be doing right here" could be helpful in preserving the happy state of 
affairs. Complacency is certainly not recommended. 

Otherwise, planning for improvement of staff-volunteer relations 
should focus first on consensus low-rated statements insofar as they in 
dicate factors on which: 

-we agree positive change is desirable, and 
-such change is reasonably within the capability of planners. 

Thus, if discussants concur that the agency does not have an effec 
tive policy statement on volunteers (checklist statement # 2 ) ,  and further 
agree that such a policy is needed, they can recommend or actually launch 
development of appropriate agency guidelines. Indeed, virtually_every 
checklist statement is a nucleus around which a volunteer program policy 
statement can be developed. The only clear exception are checklist 
statements #l,  ll, and 14. A policy on volunteers is high priority for 
agencies seriously interested in cultivating volunteer support. This 
policy should be clear, realistic, specific, in writing and widely dis 
seminated throughout the agency. As implemented, it will prevent all 
the damage ambiguity can do to a volunteer program, and also deter will 
ful misunderstanding of the organization's commitment to volunteer in 
volvement. 

There should be wide agency participation in formulation of the vol 
unteer program policy. 

Lack of consensus is also valuable when it triggers clarifying and 
productive discussion. Thus, if management thinks that goals for increased 
numbers of volunteers are realistic (#8) ;  while the volunteer coordinator 
and line staff feel these goals are too high, we have something about which 
we need to communicate better. More realistic numerical targets could well 
result from clarification, information exchange, and negotiation. 

Here and throughout the checklist, one is struck by the extent to 
which top management must be involved in key decisions affecting the vol 
unteer program, Indeed, top management is often the only place where such 
decisions can finally be made. How different this is from the token theory 
of top management involvement: show up once a year at the volunteer recog 
nition event; symbolically put your arm around volunteers; breathe a 
sigh of relief, and opt out of the process until next year. 

• 
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An excellent new book describing how top management must opt in 
is Susan Ellis' From the Top_ Down: The_Executive_Role_in Volunteer 
Program_ Success, 1986. ENERGIZE Associates. Available from Yellowfire 
Press, $16 .75 .  

Another sometimes useful datum is the total checklist score, ranging 
from 0 to 100. Once again, dramatic differences among checklist raters 
can lead to illuminating discussion. For example, top management typi 
cally gives the staff-volunteer situation higher scores on the checklist 
than the volunteer coordinator does. The two are seeing different things 
and need to share their perceptions; it is unlikely both are right. 

But where there is at least nominal overall agreement among raters 
on total checklist scores, this score has significance approximately as 
follows: 

80-100 = Very Good to Excellent. There's little more you can do to im 
prove this situation. But beware of complacency, and double 
check that the high score wasn't produced by overly optimistic 
or uninformed raters. 

50-80 = Good_ to Very_Good.  Still, good isn't perfect. There's room 
for improvement. 

3 5 - 5 5 =  Fair to Average. There is definitely room for improvement. 
At least some factors in the overall situation are probably 
seriously hurting your program. 

15-35 Poor to Fair. Immediate and decisive attack on the problem is 
a high priority. 

0-15 = Very_Poor.  Don't  give up without trying, but ring all the alarm 
bells and mobilize for action. A very low score is not neces 
sarily cause for despair. In part, it may mean your volunteer 
program is relatively new and conditions for good volunteer 
staff relations have not yet been set up. Or it may simply 
mean that many of the factors are not yet fully understood or 
known by you. 

Certain of the individual statement ratings can also be especially 
revealing of the overall situation. Thus, statement il is a stopper. 
A low consensus score suggests that somehow volunteers are expected to 
rescue a seriously ailing organization. It doesn't work that way, 
usually; in fact ,  quite the reverse: a deeply troubled agency will al 
most certainly destroy its own volunteer program or never allow the pro 
gram to develop properly in the first place, before that volunteer pro 
gram ever "rescues! the organization. 

The Detroit VAC Forum reviewers had this to say about checklist 
statement #l:  "It is the top priority and foundation for both volunteer 
program and staff ."  These reviewers also said, " If  checklist factors 
1 , 2 ,  and 3 are in place, everything else will follow." To this, I would 
add: 'Until factor l is in place, other factors are unlikely to follow, 
or mean much if they do follow." 
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We suggest you re-administer the checklist every three to six 
months to gauge progress, spot new problems early, and re-stimulate the 
problem-solving process. 

The Selective Success Approach 

You're thinking of introducing volunteers into your agency, or in 
troducing them on a substantially larger scale. And you'd like to mini 
mize immediate and ongoing resistance from staff. 

Further, let 's  say you have three staff members to whom volunteers 
might be assigned. 

Linda Gold has plenty of volunteer experience herself, is enthusiastic, 
knowledgeable about volunteers, and rarin' to go. 

Jenny Silver has perhaps a little ambivalence, but is willing to give 
it a try once she 's  taken care of some other current priorities. 

Frank Miller is frankly anti-volunteer, though he tends to deny it. 
As of now you'd get willing acceptance of volunteers over Frank's dead 
body. You might want to pause here and read a report of a talk on volun 
teers Frank gave last May to the Amarillo, Texas, DOVIA. That report is 
included as an appendix to this section (p. 1 9 ) .  

Now, assuming you have a choice, who would you work with to get vol 
unteers productively involved (or more involved) in the agency? 

Let's hope you don't  have to deal with some compulsively standardized 
edict which insists that each and every staff member have a minimum of,  
say five volunteers within some specified time (usually unrealistically 
short). This foolish fiat allows you to break your heart trying to per 
suade the essentially unpersuadeable Frank, with little energy left over 
to capitalize on the truly positive opportunities offered by working with 
Linda. [Incidentally, the other major bureaucratic "contribution" to 
volunteerism is the numbers game. With such bureaucrats as ostensible 
'friends," volunteer programs don't need any enemies.] 

Even worse, would be to try to prove something by "going after" Frank 
first. While the broadside approach to all three could be partly success 
ful, a Frank-first masochistic method is sheer suicide (at least for now). 
Not incidentally, i t ' s  terribly unfair to the volunteers who end up en 
trusted to Frank's tender mercies. I t ' s  like, if you don 't  like the wind, 
steer straight for the hurricane. 

By contrast, the selective success strategy concentrates first on 
working with Linda, supporting her in having the finest possible success 
experience with her first group of volunteers, and being sure she gets 
lots of deserved praise in the right places. Then, maybe Jenny will edge 
in a bit .  At that point, i t ' s  best if Linda takes the lead in talking 
peer-to-peer with Jenny, rather than you as the "designated volunteer 
advocate,' 
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Frank? Maybe never, and please realize there might still be a great 
deal of good in him as a person and a staff member. (Read his speech 
with this in mind.) On the other hand, maybe someday, somehow, with an 
expanded and clarified view of volunteers, and with the success examples 
within his own agency, Frank will have a change of view and change of 
heart. Even so, with the Franks of this world, the first volunteers you 
send in might be avowedly a kind of commando beachhead squad, especially 
strong in being able to work with (and surreptitiously teach) folks like 
Frank. They must also be particularly sensitive to the fact that they'll 
be working with Frank as much as with clients. 

Another tactic, if you feel surrounded by Franks, is to have the 
volunteer coordinator herself become the only, or main, staff person super 
vising volunteers in the agency, and, as such, run a model program. Ob 
serving how well it goes may make other staff more inclined to consider 
volunteers in their work much as the selective success process works in 
other ways. The limitation on the model program approach is the ceiling 
on how many volunteers one coordinator can effectively supervise. 

But usually, there'll be a Linda Gold or two in the agency, and a 
Jenny Silver behind her. So, go for the Gold (Linda, that is) and then 
the Silver, and hope Frank isn't out of the race forever. 

The selective success approach usually applies to units or divisions 
within an organization, in much the same way as it applies to individuals. 
The general principle is identical. Move with what's moving, first. 

In smaller agencies, the volunteer advocate will usually be aware 
of degrees of receptivity to volunteers among different individuals or 
units. The Lindas, Jennys, and Franks aren't so hard to tell apart, once 
you get to know them. In larger organizations, however, the Figure l 
checklist is a useful aid to diagnosis, and in any sized organization it 
can serve as a stimulus to discussion. As in any checklist, feel free to 
modify wording appropriate to your situation. 
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Figure 1 

PERSPECTIVES ON VOLUNTEERS: A CHECKLIST FOR STAFF 

Rate each of the statements below for yourself as a staff person on the 
following scale: 

0 = Poorest possible If you are not now working with 
l = Poor volunteers, try to answer the 
2 = Fair questions on a "what 1£" or 
3 Good speculative basis. d  

4 Excellent 
5 Perfect, totally agree Rate 0-5 

l .  A team of volunteers-plus-staff can do a better job than 
staff alone . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . .  

2. The time and effort I invest supervising volunteers is 
worth whatever additional benefits accrue from their 
service ( i t ' s  better than just doing it m y s e l f ) . . . . . . . . . . .  

3 .  Volunteers do things which it is inefficient for me to 
do and allow better investment of my time elsewhere • . . . . . .  

4.  Volunteer participation enables me to do additional things 
I wouldn't otherwise be able to do . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • .  

5 .  1  feel I have enough direction/control of what volunteers 
do ,  so that they are accountable . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . •  

6.  I  feel sufficient ownership of the volunteer program gen 
erally via my policy or operational participation in such 
program functions as recruiting, screening, design of 
volunteer jobs, training of volunteers, evaluation, etc . . .  

7.  Volunteers are well-oriented towards sensitive understand 
ing of my priorities, concerns, and frustrations as a 
staff person . • . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  

8 .  I  receive suitable orientation and training in the special 
skills and sensitivities necessary for effective supervi 
sion of volunteers . 

9.  As a staff person, I feel I receive enough recognition for 
effective work supervising volunteers . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . .  

10. Please put in here and rate, any feature not covered 
above which affects your motivation to work with volun 
teers.  (If you believe all relevant features have been 
well enough covered, simply put in an overall rating of 
your motivation to work with/supervise v o l u n t e e r s . ) . . . . . . ,  

Subtotal 

Times two= 

NOTE: Potentially, there is something that might be done to address your 
motivation to work with volunteers in any of ten areas for which 
your self-assessment may be relatively low. It  is recommended 
that this checklist be used as an action plan basis, in this way. 
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FRANK MILLER TALKS STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER 

It was May, 1987,  a workshop sponsored by the Amarillo, Texas, DOVIA 
(Directors of Volunteers in Agencies). The topic: staff-volunteer re 
lat'ons. The concern: here we were, as usual, the convinced talking to 
the convinced. No one in the room represented who we were really talking 
about--the sincerely skeptical staff person, So we went out and found 
Frank Miller who kindly consented to share his honest doubts about vol 
unteers, provided only we didn't lynch him for it. . .  we didn't, but 
the discussion did get a bit lively at times. 

These are handwritten notes on Frank's talk, taken by an attendee 
who wishes to remain anonymous. The writing wavers in spots, and in 
other places some small splashes of liquid appear to have blurred the man 
uscript. But, generally, this is the gist of it, according to my best 
recollection. 

Hi. Good morning. I ' m  sure glad to be here with all you volunteers. 

First off, I don't want you to think I dislike volunteers. While 
I 've always been too busy for it myself, I still think volunteers are 
real nice people who mean well. Heck, my mother volunteered a lot and 
my wife Mary does her volunteer work every Tuesday, when she's not needed 
at home. I think i t ' s  great; gives her a chance to get out of the house. 
Even my daughter Sheila volunteers summers in the Junior program, until 
she's old enough to get a real job. 

The other thing you should know about me is that I've been in the 
Social Work profession for 25 years now, and due to retire in three or 
four years. The agency has thought well enough of my work to promote me 
to Deputy Director. 

Having said that, I want to follow Dr. Scheier's instructions to 
this effect:  whatever else you do, Mr. Miller, be Frank. 

So here I am, Frank Miller, sharing some candid concerns about vol 
unteers in our agency. First of all, I ' m  deeply proud of the tradition 
of excellence in our agency. We want the very best for our clients--not 
second best--and always have felt that way. Among other things, that 
means the highest professional standards backed by the best possible 
training and education for all our staff. 

For this reason, a dozen years ago we instituted a policy of requir 
ing MSW's for all new professional employees. I had only a Bachelor's 
Degree at the time and could have grandfathered in on this requirement. 
But, both ethically and professionally I thought the policy so important 
that I decided to take it as a requirement for myself. That meant six 
long years of night school, arduous and expensive, to get that MSW. I 
don 't  mind telling you that I very much missed spending that time with 
Mary and the kids. 
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Now--after all that struggle on behalf of principle and on behalf of 
clients--you folks seem to be telling me that any amateur can walk in off 
the street and do my job. And you wonder why I ' m  upset! You're violating 
a crucial commitment to education as a cornerstone of excellence in my 
profession, and an assurance of quality care for clients. 

Education aside, you know the old saying: "You get what you pay for." 
Among other things, that means reasonable reliability. Remember, volun 
teering is--well--voluntary, Volunteers can come and go as they please, 
take vacations whenever. If they happen to feel like doing what you ask 
them to do, fine. But what if they d o n ' t ?  In short, i t ' s  practically 
their right to be unreliable. Is that the way to help clients who've had 
plenty of uncertainty in their lives already? Indeed, is that the way to 
help me as a staff person? 

Yes, how about me? I hope you don't mind my being a little selfish 
about this. You keep insisting that volunteers are an investment, not a 
gift,  that I have to put in a lot of time and effort supervising them (or 
risk having a lot of loose cannons running around!) Great! I 've already 
got a caseload of 60 clients. Now you want me to add a caseload of 20 
volunteers! I really don't need that extra responsibility. I t ' s  paradox, 
that 's  what it is. I ' m  supposed to need volunteers because I ' m  overloaded, 
so you assign me volunteers which increase my load further. No thanks. 
I t ' s  easier to do it myself. 

We have a solemn ethical and legal obligation to maintain absolute 
confidentiality on all sensitive material relating to our clients. Our 
relatively small staff of six exercises constant vigilance to ensure total 
compliance with this obligation. But add a bunch of volunteers not 
steeped in the crucial need for confidentiality and the circle of know 
ledge grows to, say,100. Somewhere, there's bound to be leaks. Do we 
really have the right to take such grave risks with our clients' right 
to privacy? I think not. 

Speaking of privacy, the agency as a whole has some rights in that 
regard, too. I 'm  darned uncomfortable about a bunch of naive non-profes 
sionals, however well-meaning, looking over our shoulder, not really 
understanding what we're doing or why. Then babbling misinterpretations 
all over town. Including the media. 

And here I go being "selfish" again. I chose this career, knowing 
full well I might make more money somewhere else. I chose it because it 
was work I felt important to do. Still,  a family man has to have some 
concern for financial security; I hope you can understand that. 

Let 's  face it .  The more volunteers you get ,  the better excuse they 
have to cut your budget, or fail to restore it .  You go in asking for a 
decent budget and they' 11 say: "Heck, you don't  need all that money. Go 
out and get more volunteers instead." Don't deny it; I've heard it, and 
so have you, probably. And I ' l l  bet you've also heard--as I have--poli 
ticians praising volunteers because of all the money they save--money the 
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politicians can now put into things rather than people. So, though maybe 
you don't mean it that way, volunteers are in fact a direct threat to the 
modest financial security I do have, including the pension I'm desperately 
counting on in a few years, I ' d  like to leave thinking the agency is in 
reasonably good financial shape, too. 

All in all I think volunteers are nice well-meaning people, who as 
a group were great before we had fully developed professional services. 
In fact, they were all we had then. Today, they're just a throwback which 
fundamentally threatens that hard-won professionalism. 

[APPLAUSE?] 

Ed. Note: Alright, there is no Frank Miller, per se. There are many 
of him. And many Frances Miller's, too. They are real, 
and Frank's speech can help us respond to that reality in 
several important ways. 

- practice responding to his talk, rationally, effectively 
and--yes--compassionately. 

- practice until you can write such a speech on behalf of 
the staff skeptics in your organization. 

The rest of this booklet will help you in both these tasks. 
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DEALING DIRECTLY WITH STAFF CONCERNS 

Staff tend to express one or more of these four main fears about 
volunteers: 

---Volunteers will take too much time; become an additional 
burden rather than a help 

---Volunteers pose a threat to confidentiality 
---You can never get rid of them, even when they can't  

or won't do their jobs 
---Volunteers will take jobs away from employees, and/or 

be used as justification for a reduced budget 

Some seem to be relieved when staff don't express these concerns. 
But if, in fact, staff do worry about these things and won't publicly 
discuss them, you've got teal problems, namely with festering feelings. 
I'm even suggesting you take the initiative in raising these issues, 
just to be sure they aren't lurking around beneath the surface. If they 
aren't of real concern to staff, no harm done. And generally, such an 
initiative shows you have confidence enough in the volunteer program to 
deal realistically and effectively with potential difficulties, rather 
than hiding behind monolithic conviction. 

The other danger is in assuming that expressed staff concerns are 
simply hypocritical excuses for footdragging. I t ' s  far better to assume 
sincerity until proven otherwise. In fact, the main staff fears about 
volunteers are perfectly consistent with origins in a sensitive, intelli 
gent staff person who genuinely cares about the well-being of clients and 
agency. Only after you have responded honestly and completely to staff 
questions--several times--and you still get the same questions as if you'd 
never replied to them--only then can you begin to suspect a different 
kettle of fish. Red herrings, to be exact. 

The next four sections explore these four realistic fears, and why 
staff need to be afraid no longer (we hope). 

Confidentially, Volunteers Can . . .  

In agencies dealing with sensitive information, keeping confidential 
ity is a frequent staff worry about volunteers. Here are some pointers 
for responding: 

1) Do not treat it as if it were a screen for some less valid source 
of resistance. Instead, treat the issue with all the respect due a plau 
sible concern. 

2) Do not go the finger-pointing route: "Nyah, Nyah, I 've seen you 
staff people make some horrible slips, too ." Maybe so, but this just 
raises red flags, and does nothing to deal with the overall challenge of 
confidentiality by all agency personnel, volunteers as well as staff. 
I would use the "you, too" approach only in extremity, as a response to 
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some staff who insist on telling horror stories about individual volun 
teers breaching confidentiality. 

3) A common staff misconception is that the need for confidentiality 
is rare as a necessity in but a few occupations. To confront this, ask staff 
to brainstorm all the occupatiore in which ability to handle confidential 
information is necessary or highly desirable. They might be surprised at 
the length of the list, which numbers over fifty occupations, including: 
lawyer, accountant, clergy, bartender, financial counselor, stockbroker, 
beautician, banker, fraternal organization member, doctor, nurse, psy 
chologist, social worker, banker, teacher, credit agency employee, 
secretary, and on and on. Add here, too, boards of directors made up 
of volunteers and that probably includes the agency's own board. (So we 
already have volunteers handling confidential material in this agency!) 

Once this list has gotten good and long, suggest that if staff re 
main worried, we recruit as volunteers only people who are or were in 
any of these occupations once and/or are in the immediate family of such 
people. That probably works out to at least a third of all people in 
most communities. That is, unless you add "friend'' and "parent" to the 
list of "confidential occupation;" then it 's  close to 100%. 

4) All volunteers will, of course, also be thoroughly oriented, 
trained, and supervised in regard to confidentiality. 

5) Staff nightmares about volunteer access to sensitive information 
might unconsciously assume this means volunteers have potential access 
to all confidential information in agency files .  But this is rarely 
necessary or desirable. Instead, observe the "principle of minimum in 
formation." A volunteer has access only to that information which is 
absolutely necessary in her/his work, probably only one case. (This may 
be an excellent principle for staff, too.) 

In defining the extent of minimum feasible information to provide 
volunteers, one "stopper" may be whether or not it is legal for volunteers 
to have such information. Conversely, some information considered confi 
dential by staff may actually be, by law, open to public access. In the 
latter situation you'll have to decide whether confrontation or quiet 
acceptance is in the best ultimate interests of clients and the volunteer 
program. 

Finally, be aware of this apparent paradox on minimum information for 
volunteers; be awareof it, but use it only judiciously, if at all. A 
volunteer concentrating l-to-l on a single case will soon know far more 
about that case than a staff person with a large caseload ever could. So 
the question may not be how much information staff are willing to share 
with volunteers; the question is how much information volunteers are 
willing to share with staff! Hopefully, the volunteer will trust the 
staff person with all this sensitive information! 
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6) Maybe you'll never be able to persuade some staff people. Then 
you work with the ones who are persuaded. Some may claim they'd like 
volunteers to work with cases, without being entrusted with confidential 
information. To these, you'll probably have to point out that if you 
don't trust a volunteer with all the relevant information on a case, you 
shouldn't trust them with the case. 

7) The "terminal" situation is where no staff believe volunteers 
should be trusted with confidential material, or else agency policy 
generally forbids it. In that case, keep trying to change agency policy 
and meanwhile hope there are significant things volunteers are willing 
to do which don't require access to confidential information on clients. 

Shhhhh . . .  

Getting a Good Return on Your Investment in Volunteers 

" I t ' s  easier to do it myself" is a death sentence for a volunteer 
program, when pronounced by staff who sincerely believe it. The point 
is plausible enough until we demonstrate efficient strategies for staff 
coming out clearly ahead in time returned by volunteers compared to time 
invested in them. 

To begin, yes, volunteers take staff time. Particularly in the 
early stages of program planning and implementation, staff might be 
putting in an hour or two for every hour of volunteer time they get back. 
That's to be expected. But when things settle down, you should normally 
expect to get back at least 10-15 hours of work from volunteers for every 
hour you invest in them. In some programs, the payoff can get as high 
as 100 to 1 or even 200 to 1. There are some studies supporting this con 
clusion. 

Here are eight things that might help staff improve its input-output 
time efficiency with volunteers, 

l .  Careful recruiting, screening and placement of volunteers in the 
first place. A small, quality effort is far more efficient than 
a large "revolving door" program in response to 'numbers game! 
pressure [usually from top administration.] Hand-picked and hand 
placed volunteers are the way to go, via "each-one-reach-one!' 
recruiting by outstanding current volunteers or by staff. They're 
more likely to take care of themselves, less likely to be leaners 
or losers. 

2 .  Place a good proportion of your volunteers in jobs which are time 
saving for staff, rather than time-absorbing. Working from a 
staff 'Job Factor" (described elsewhere in this manual) should 
turn up lots of possibilities here. 

3 .  Generally, volunteers will take far less supervisory time when 
assigned work for which they already have the competence and 
motivation. Here is another case where taking a little more time 
at the front end can save tons of time later on. So, insofar as 
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possible,place volunteers in work for which they are self 
directed and already capable. The same point applies to find 
ing groups to do their pet project for you. A good practical 
process to identify work for which volunteers are naturally 
suited is described in the new publication: "Building Work 
That Satisfies: I. Volunteers and the Window of Work," 1987, 
(Yellowfire Press, $3 .50) .  

4 .  No matter how self-directed a volunteer may be, some pre-service 
orientation will be needed. The rule is: taking time for 
thorough orientation and training beforehand will save much 
more time later, clearing up unnecessary misunderstandings. 

5. Where feasible logistically, group supervision of volunteers 
saves staff time. 

6 .  Volunteers can often provide for one another much of the support 
and information they would otherwise need to get from staff. 
Therefore, consider investing some effort in developing support 
systems and networks among your volunteers. 

7 .  You can accomplish a similar thing somewhat more hierarchically 
by developing a buddy or mentoring system, matching good exper 
ienced volunteers with neophytes. Generally, qualified volun 
teers can serve as leaders/supervisors of other volunteers, ac 

countable directly to you in their leadership role. The volunteer 
leader role is also a legitimate way of providing a "career lad 
der" in volunteering for those who may want that. So look at 
volunteers to supervise other volunteers. 

8 .  If a volunteer persists in taking an inordinate amount of your 
time, and this problem doesn't occur with your other volunteers, 
you might have a situation in which the best way to save time is 
FIRE THE VOLUNTEER. Either that or place them in another job 
and/or with another staff supervisor where the prospects are 
better for coming out ahead time-wise. 

A piece about firing volunteers follows immediately. 

Fire Control 

The thing about volunteers is that you can 't order them to do any 
thing and you can't  threaten them with loss of pay. Like it or not, these 
are two common ways of "managing" employees. A volunteer's perks some 
times look suspiciously like "Doing as they damn please." Worst of all, 
you can 't  even fire them, when all else fails. Talk about loose cannon! 

So goes the staff haunt, sometimes verbalized, sometimes repressed. 
Assuring staff that they can fire volunteers, and providing clear guide 
lines and procedures for so doing, is the major remedy recommended. 
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From the very beginning, in all volunteer program policy statements, 
volunteer supervision guidelines, and orientation materials, make it 

crystal clear to volunteers and staff, that a volunteer's services can be 
terminated for cause. The philosophy behind it should be publicly stated 
and goes like this. Our bottom line is the best possible service for our 
clients (audience, consumers). Therefore, i t ' s  irrelevant whether you're 
paid or not; we expect high standards of performance in your assigned work 
and will give you the best support and supervision we can, to that end. 
If your work still isn't up to necessary standards, we reserve the absolute 
right to terminate your service, or re-assign you to some other more suit 
able work. EXACTLY AS WE DO FOR PAID STAFF. 

I t ' s  much easier if this policy is completely clear,from the volun 
teer's very earliest contact with the organization. Insofar as feasible, 
the following strategies will minimize the number of times the painful 
process of firing a volunteer will be necessary. 

1) Selective, targeted volunteer recruiting, and careful, sensitive 
matching to volunteer jobs in the first place, will reduce the number of 
times it becomes necessary to fire volunteers later. The number of volun 
teers needing to be fired goes up directly with slapdash recruiting and mis 
matching. The numbers game is mainly what gets you into the termination 
game. 

2) Emphasize the termination policy described above, in orientation, 
training, and supervision of all volunteers. 

3) Ditto ,  in orientation and training and supervision of all staff. 

4) Wherever possible, volunteers should initially be given only pro 
visional or probationary appointments, and/or a time-limited term of 
service. At all costs, avoid open-ended appointments-for-eternity. And 
where feasible, don't promise volunteers any involvement with your agency 
until they have successfully completed orientation and training. 

The point of all this is that the more careful we are at the front 
end, the less misery we can expect at the other end. Give volunteers 
all the honorable exits you can, before the exit doors close. 

So far, the significance has been mainly in prevention of the need 
to fire volunteers. We now move to something more like preparation for 
the possibility of having to fire a volunteer. The principal component 
here is regular, relevant feedback to the volunteer, largely as an in 
tegral part of supervision by staff but also from peers. Failure to pro 
vide such feedback is grossly unfair to the volunteer because: 

1) Some of it will be positive and encouraging. But congratulatory 
or cautionary, all of it will be useful to the volunteer, and she/he de 
serves to be treated as an adult in this respect. 

2) Where inadequacies in the volunteer's work are identified and 
discussed, along with reasonable suggestions on improvement, the volun 
teer is given a fair chance to correct the problems. The worst experi 
ence I ever had as a volunteer was when a respected staff supervisor 
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suddenly turned cold and distant and never said why. (It was 20° below 
zero in July.) When finally, I went to him and almost begged to be told 
what was wrong, it proved to be something we could deal with quite easily. 
He--like many staff--had just felt guilty about criticizing anyone "nice 
enough to volunteer." I on the other hand was less interested in being 
nice than in being effective and respected. It was therefore far worse 
for me when he didn't give me a chance to remove the problem that was 
bugging him. This point needs to be impressed on staff supervisors of 
volunteers. 

After "prevention of" and "preparation for" firing, we come to "exe 
cut ion''---an unfortunate phrase, perhaps, in this context, and so is "termination." 

Let's  say our volunteer has on several occasions had caring caution 
ary feedback with good suggestions on how to deal with the problem(s), 
and time to do so. But he hasn't .  Move now, if you haven't already, 
towards establishing a consensus on the need for termination. This could 
be via a volunteer personnel committee, preferably including volunteers 
themselves. You owe it to yourself and the volunteer to be sure your 
fault-finding isn't  biased, even unconsciously. Besides, consensus sends 
a firmer more powerful message, when that is needed. 

When you--or the committee--finally have to talk to the volunteer, 
you'll often have one great advantage over the employer of paid personnel. 
You can sometimes offer the volunteer another job within the organization, 
better shaped to his strong points, and more carefully avoiding his weak 
nesses. This might still be a responsible iob, not a downgrade. In any 
case, if the volunteer declines this offered job ,  it is more like him saying 
no to the agency than the agency rejecting him. If another job within the 
agency is not feasible, you might still be able to find a more appropriate 
position with some other organization in town. Your local Volunteer 
Center, RSVP, or volunteer leadership professional association can help 
here. 

At this point in the process, is where you may first begin to sus 
pect, that the volunteer is actually more relieved than anything else, 
He knew deep down the job wasn't right for him, was as unhappy as you 
were about his performance, and consciously or not, was glad to have you 
take him off the hook. Sometimes, this will be so, not always. 

But in any event we're getting near the end of the line in the fir 
ing process. Do not avoid an exit interview. However painful the 
prospect, the pain inflicted on both sides by lingering misunderstanding 
will be worse. One hopes this exit interview will have the character of 
counseling, a respectful, sensitive search for mutual understanding and 
support. By all means, the volunteer should be giving you as much feed 
back as you are giving him; he deserves that respect and you deserve that 
information. Wherever feasible, too, the separation should probably be 
billed as a resignation rather than a firing--similar to a courtesy some 
times extended to paid employees. 

But i t ' s  likely to be painful still, no getting around it. Have you 
ever had to fire a paid employee? 
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In case you still believe i t ' s  never fair to fire a volunteer we 
attach for your consideration a letter recently recovered by staff 
Supervisor Frank Miller. Apparently, the volunteer wrote it on agency 
stationery but failed to put sufficient postage on it, and it somehow 
ended up in Frank's in-box. Frank kindly shared it with us. 

Thankfully, there aren't many Violas, but one would be enough, or 
anything like one. Use the letter as a discussion exercise for volun 
teers, maybe for staff as well. Have some volunteers write a much more 
positive letter--they can, you know, and most would want to. Finally, 
why not start a correspondence between Viola and Frank Miller? We suggest 
you read Viola 's letter now before you go on to the next section (p.  2 9 ) .  

Will They Take My_ Job Away (Or My Budget)? 

This is the hardest fear of all for staff to express openly. It 
is also the most powerful, usually. 

I suggest you meet it head on. One way to begin is by showing staff 
and management the set of reassurances which follow. This Yellowfire 
Press publication originally appeared in 1983, entitled "Volunteers to 
Replace Paid Staff? Let 's  Tell It Like It I s . "  The version appearing 
here has been slightly revised and updated. 

Via hinting or hounding, the message is: recruit more volunteers 
to replace paid employees. The implication is that paid staff losses 
can be entirely made up as if by magic; neither quality nor intensity 
of services will suffer. The disturbing question for all of us :  

Will volunteers (inadvertently) make human service budget cuts 
appear to be more feasible and bearable, thus easier to justify 
and harder to restore? 

The answer is no, but there is a surface plausibility to the proposi 
tion, and much damage is done simply because many people believe it.  

Let 's  first puncture any lingering prejudice that volunteers and 
their leaders are the deliberate "natural enemies" of paid employees. 

Historically, volunteers pioneered every paid position in human ser 
vices today. Without exception. And this job creation process continues 
down to the present. Give volunteers meaningful pioneering work today so 
it can become the paid position of tomorrow. 

About two-thirds of today's volunteers are working for pay and volun 
teer only in their spare time. Someone in the household will be working 
for money, or has at one time done so, in 90% or more cases for a volun 
teer. How absurd then to claim that volunteers don't  know what i t ' s  like 
to be working stiffs, are unsympathetic to the problems of wage earners. 

(continued, top of page JJ) 
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[Please continue now on the next section, which starts back at page 2 8 . ]  
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A recent Gallup Poll asked people to give reasons why they volun 
teered. Among eight reasons given, the lowest was "work helps keep taxes 
or other costs down." Only 5% of people gave this as among their reasons 
for volunteering, and none of the other listed reasons were even faintly 
anti-staff. Indeed, it stands to reason that the vast majority of people 
who volunteer for your agency do so because they see the importance of 
what you're doing and would like to strengthen it. 

Treated with respect and trust, well oriented and trained, given 
meaningful work to do, these volunteers can become a powerful positive 
constituency_for y o u_ i n_ t h e_ c o mm u n i t y .  They vote. They write letters to 
the editor. They attend town meetings. They have their own extensive 
networks. And sometimes they run for office. Why not form a 'Friends 
of " group for your ageney to facilitate volunteer advocacy on 
your behalf. Warmly invite all your service volunteers to belong. It is 
crucial that staff begins to see volunteers more as a constituency. 

In any extent, decently treated volunteers are ordinarily on the side 
of the agency, not the budget-blasters. But suppose some decision-makers 
go ahead anyhow because they think paid staff layoffs can be fully substi 
tuted for by increased numbers of volunteers. Some very serious questions 
should be asked of those who would replace paid staff wholesale with vol 
unteers. 
1) Is it legal? Is this a responsibility that can legally be assumed by 

volunteers in lieu of paid employees? Even if volunteers can assume 
full legal responsibility and accountability, can they and the agency 
be sufficiently safeguarded by insurance and legal immunities incident 
to the performance of such duties by volunteers? 

2) Do 'ou reall ex 
to replace staff slots? 

r o r i a t e  volunteers substantiall 

• 

Assume the average volunteer works about two or three hours a week 
at any particular job. It would then take about l5 volunteers to re 
place one full-time paid employee, plus a few more volunteers to co 
ordinate the other 15.  Round that to a 2 0 : l  ratio. If you're seri 
ously claiming fully to replace one paid employee in this way, plausi 
bility is shattered by several absurdities: 

(a) You'd have to be exquisitely fortunate to get 20 volunteers 
with skills and experience equivalent to the replaced paid 
staffer. Such jigsaw luck would be too rare to make much 
difference overall. 

(b) Coordination, consistency, and continuity of effort would 
be horrendously difficult. 

(c) Where would you get 20 volunteers of any kind to substitute 
for each paid employee? The latest polls tell us that about 
50% of Americans already volunteer. For the other fifty 
percent, the competition is increasingly fierce; the esti 
mate is that five to seven times as many organizations are 
competing for volunteers compared to just a decade ago. 
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No wonder then, that there's generally a volunteer shortage to 
day; many fine organizations have been steadily losing volunteers or 
struggling desperately just to stay even. 

In this situation, it is tragically silly to be asked (usually 
suddenly) to increase your volunteer workforce twenty-fold, even ten 
fold or two-fold. 

Indeed, a convincing case can be made that replacing all human 
and government service personnel in a community with volunteers, 
would take more new volunteers than there are available people in 
that community! 

3) Will you supervise and support volunteers adequately? 

Volunteer motivation and effectiveness depends heavily on good 
supervision and support by agency personnel. Agency accountability 
for what volunteers do also requires this. But there is a limit to 
the number of volunteers one paid staff person can adequately super 
vise (as a rough general rule, 30-40). Once this ceiling is reached 
more volunteers require more paid staff to supervise them, or else we 
risk all the dangers of unsupervised, ineffective, frustrated volun 
teers. In fact, experience teaches that the number of volunteers and 
paid staff in an agency often tends to go up or down together. This 
is just the opposite of the inverse relation envisaged by the replacers: 
more volunteers as there are fewer staff .  

Volunteers, of course, must fill important needs when there are no 
paid employees to do so. Here we should be careful to distinguish two 
cases. In the first case, there never were paid employees to perform 
the service and there are unlikely to be any in the foreseeable future; 
for example, the rural volunteer fire department. A very different 
case is where paid employees have been seriously cut back or eliminated; 
for example, a library branch all of whose staff have been laid off .  
As in the first case, volunteers will still have to pick up this ser 
vice (temporarily), if it is to be preserved at all. But here, it 
should be done under clear and forceful protest, promises to remember 
come election time, etc.  

Where some staff remain, there is, of course, a vital role for 
volunteer programs in human service agencies. This role is to support, 
enrich, and multiply the efforts of paid staff ,  not to replace them. 
Indeed, the only genuinely healthy growth of volunteer programs is 
with paid staff ,  not against them. 

Those who use the volunteer movement as an excuse for deeper cuts in 
human services are either extraordinarily naive or willfully manipulative. 
They should be made to say what they really mean: that they are willing 
to sacrifice quality and intensity of services to needy people, in favor 
of other priorities they have. They should not be allowed to invoke vol 
unteers as a kind of magic which gets them off that hook. The last thing 
volunteers should be used for is further disservice to the weak and vul 
nerable of a nation, and damage to volunteerism itself through the raising 
of unrealistic expectations. 

• 
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Is all this a deliberate comspiracy to 'use" volunteers in the ugli 
est sense of that word? Probably not, in most cases. More often, it is 
a dangerous naivite we have not had sufficient courage to confront. We 
can begin to do so, by discreet hissing of politicians who praise volun 
teers primarily for the money they save. Then add some loud cheers for 
anyone who praises staff-with-volunteers for the multiplier effect in 
their partnership. 

Postscript: In this section, we've come closest to the kinds of things 
that bother Unions about volunteers, though much else in this booklet 
also applies in some fashion. The best current publication specifically 
devoted to this subject is "Volunteer-Union Relations," by Linda Graff, 
available from the Vancouver Volunteer Centre #301-3102 Main Street, 
Vancouver B . C . ,  Canada V5T 3G7. Price is $12 .00  in Canadian dollars. 

The three following sections share the theme of awareness of vol 
unteerism as a wider range of choices than staff may have heretofore 
realized. These choices must be made more and more accessible to staff 
participation and, hence, ownership. 
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WIDER CHOICE AND DEEPER PARTICIPATION 

Choice for Staff, Too 

Don't Fence Them In. The ancient root of the word "volunteer" 
centers on choice; it means "to choose." Ironically, in promoting that 
precious right for volunteers we often seem to be suppressing it in 
staff. Quite frequently, staff discomfort with volunteers is the result 
of feeling fenced in, first of all because it sounds like you must 
work with volunteers. Then, when you do, you have few choices and little 
control over what they do or don't do. Yet, staff deserves as much choice 
as volunteers have, and lacking that,  we should expect some unhappiness. 

The earlier section on "The Selective Success Approach" presents our 
basic position on the first point. Wherever possible, work only with 
staff who voluntarily choose to work with volunteers. Avoid pressuring 
staff who at any point have strong objections to having volunteers aboard. 

Once it is decided that a staff person will be involved with volun 
teers, do your best to confront stereotypes on the limited kinds of things 
volunteers can do. That way, staff can begin to feel that volunteers 
expand their range of choices, rather than limit them. 

Here are some steps for such concept expansion: 

l. Look at the Figure 2 "Titles of Caring" list ( p . 3 8 ) ,  about 15O differ 
ent volunteer job titles, in a wide range of involvements. A much larger 
list is in the Yellowfire Press publication: "The Things Volunteers Do! 
A Thousand Names of Caring." Now prepare your own local list ,  being sure 
you know what each of the volunteer job titles on this list means. Your 
local Volunteer Center, RSVP, or professional association (DOVIA) can 
help you develop this list. 

2 .  Distribute the list to staff. As warmup, they get a chance to 
challenge you on the meaning of any of the intriguing job titles and also 
ask: 'do volunteers actually do that?" 'Where?" There should be a few 
relaxing laughs along with concept-expanding insights here. 

3.  Brainstorm "Titles of Caring" related to your helping effort or or 
ganization. Often people are amazed at the number of good things happen 
ing they just hadn't thought about or had somehow taken for granted. This 
step helps ensure that we take account of all the volunteer contributions 
which are actually occurring (whether the word "volunteer" is used or not).  
Further, it alerts us to the possibility of giving people recognition for 
some of this heretofore secret volunteering, and, in this way and other 
ways, helps cultivate more of it. 

4 .  Now go back over the list in step 33 and see if you can think of 
any more attractive (though still accurate) names for the things volun 
teers do. In some cases this might simply be a "catchier" title .  (While 
I might agree to your gardener's aide, somehow I 'd  be even more enthusias 
tic about being one of your Green Guerrillas!) In other cases, the 

• 
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alternative suggested name for something volunteers do might simply 
ensure fuller recognition of the dignity and importance of the work. 

5 .  Now brainstorm a separate list of names of things people might 
do voluntarily for your helping effort, but aren't doing as yet. This 
"future Honor Roll" can be the starting point for opening up fresh chan 
nels of service, and at the same time involving more people in your 
work. Maybe the future ideas can be represented visually in some imagina 
tive and attractive way, as in Edmonton Alberta Social Services "Outer 
Space" Circle (see Figure 3 ) .  

6 .  Visuals like Figure 3 can be put up on posters or newsprint in 
high traffic areas for staff or volunteers to add to at will. 

"Volunteer" means "to choose" for s t a f f ,  too. 
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Participation= Ownership= Support 

Now that staff realize they have choices on what volunteers will 
do--a wide range of choices--try to help them make these choices in a 
way which assures a feeling of ownership in the volunteer program. Be 
cause staff wo n ' t  support your program. Why should they? They will sup 
port their program and the formula for that is participation=ownership= 
support. So, Coordinator, while you're preaching to staff about how they 
ought to delegate to volunteers, practice a little delegation yourself- 
to staff. The checklist below will help you organize the process. 

l .  Complete for your volunteer program the following checklist, indicat 
ing level of staff participation in major volunteer program functions. 
Rate each function on a scale of 1 = no participation at all, through 
5 =  perfect or complete staff participation. 

Staff Participation Level 
Rate 1, 2, 3 ,  4, or 5 

Program Planning . . 
Volunteer Job Design 
Recruiting . . • . •  
Screening/Matching • 
Pre-Service Training of Volunteers 
In-Service Training of Volunteers 
Supervision/Evaluation of Volunteers 
Program-level Assessment of Evaluation 
Recognition of Volunteers 
Public Relations . • . . . • . . . .  

(  )  

(  )  
(  )  

(  )  
(  )  
(  )  

(  )  
(  )  

. .  (  )  
(  )  

Doubling the total 
of 20 to a high of 
seriously low staff 

gives 

100. 

TOTAL = 

a staff participation index ranging from a low 
Anything below 35-40 should be considered a 

participation level in your volunteer program. 

2. Place a checkmark (/) next to the program functions in which staff 
participation is relatively lower. 

3 .  Circle those checked items for which it seems most feasible to im 
plement a significantly higher level of staff participation. 

4 .  Outline strategies for doing this (action plan) for at least some of 
the circled items. 

5. List some of the main barriers to developing more staff participation= 
ownership. How might these barriers relate to some of the other prin 
ciples for winning with staff discussed elsewhere in this booklet. 
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If you, as a volunteer program leader, cannot delegate significant 
participation effectively to staff, you are a main contributor to staff 
volunteer difficulties. Among other things, you are allowing management 
and staff to dump all volunteer program responsibility on you. 

An alternative or additional track for the participation-encouraging 
process is to concentrate on increasing staff participation in one crucial 
area: volunteer job design. A specific, systematic process for doing this 
is in the 1987 Yellowfire Press publication: "Building Work That Satisfies. 
II:  Staff as Well as Volunteers," ( $ 3 . 5 0 ) ,  A  bare bones summary of the 
process is presented below. If you choose to go further with it, I hope 
you'l1 look at the full publication. 

Ask staff or other gatekeepers to do the following "Job Factor," giv 
ing them plenty of time for it and sufficient assurance that supervisors 
won't be looking over their shoulders. 
1 .  Make an ACTIVITY LIST (The "A" List).  Think of your last few days 

(or week) at work and list fairly specifically all the things you 
did work-wise during that time. I t ' s  usually difficult to remember 
all these tasks at one sitting so we suggest you come back to the 
list from time to time as you think of other activities. Some people 
like to be sure of a more complete list by keeping a log of their 
activities for a few days. A complete Activity List might well con 
tain 30 or 40 distinct activities, possibly even more. 

2 .  Divide the Activity List, as one column, in four ways: 
(a) "Y" marked after an activity means that you believe you would 

be more effective and satisfied as a worker if you could get 
someone else to take this off your hands. A "Spinoff" task. 

(1) "T" marked by an activity means you'd be more effective and 
satisfied if you could team it, do it with someone else. 

(c) A circle around a task means you feel this is a "keeper," 
pretty much the core or center of what you do and you definitely 
want to keep doing this by yourself. You might easily have four 
or five keepers, or more or less than that. 

(d) None of the above. Leave these activities as is, with no marking. 
3 .  Now, in another, second column, make your DREAM LIST (The "D" List.)  

These are the things you would love to do or see done for the benefit 
of your organization and the people it serves. However, these thin8° 
are not being done now, either because you (or others) don't have 
time, don't have resources, or have neither time nor resources. Take 
your time pondering this list, too, and try to come up with 2-5 "good 
dreams." 
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4.  The third column is for QUESTS or Yearn-to-Learns: The "Q'' list. 
These are fairly specific things you'd like to learn and/or areas 
in which you'd like to grow. The items on your Quest-List might 
number 5 or 6 or even more. 

5. Now, set up a fourth column with the heading PLEASANT SURPRISES (The 
" P . S . "  Column). Leave this column blank for now but (we hope) not 
forever. All this column indicates is that you are flexible enough 
to make room for involving unanticipated talent and time which might 
be offered you or the organization, provided it shows prospects of 
benefit to all concerned. 

Figure 4 is an example of such a "Job Factor" for one staff person- 
who happens to be the volunteer coordinator. 

The raw material of staff-owned volunteer jobs are a mix of spin 
offs, teams, dreams, quests, and pleasant surprises,avoiding keepers- 
at least at first (inadvertently going for keepers accounts for a lot 
of staff resistance to volunteers). 

Of course, staff should not be led to expect that volunteers are a 
kind of "instant gratification" which can help them with each and every 
one of their job fulfillment needs. But experience shows that volunteers 
usually can and will be able to help with at least one-fifth to one 
quarter of these needs. That's far far better than nothing. We only 
should be sure that we identify the fullest range of willing contributions 
volunteers are prepared to offer. A process for doing just that is called 
the window of work and is described in the 1987 Yellowfire Press publica 
tion: "Building Work That Satisfies. I: Volunteers and the Window of 
Work," ( $ 3 . 5 0 ) .  

Everytime a spinoff (or dream or team or quest) meets a volunteer 
comin' through the rye, staff is directly aided in the quality and ef 
fectiveness of their worklife. Volunteers become a kind of bionic ampli 
fication of staff work-power, rather than a subtraction or substitute. 
I t ' s  a  good bet that staff will support what increases their own work 
satisfaction and effectiveness. 

TRY IT. 

Who is the Program For? Packaging Programs for Priority 

It may be time to reconsider titles such as "volunteer program" as 
the only way of presenting ourselves. The growing suspicion is that the 
labeling suggests an incomplete or distorted view of who the program is 
for and how widely important it is. 

Let 's  look at labeling, first from the point of view of who the 
program is for. 

Who is a 'Latchkey" program for? 
Latchkey children, right? 

(skip to page 44) 

• 
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Who is a victim assistance program for? 
Victims, of course. 

Who is a volunteer program for? 
Volunteers? 

It sounds like it,  when in fact we want the volunteer program pri 
marily to serve staff (see previous section) and clients. 

Another pressure for name change is the need for titles to refer more 
to outcomes achieved than to who is achieving them (volunteers). 

As for outcomes, they often are far broader, actually, than the ser 
vices rendered by volunteers. Studies in progress at the Center for 
Creative Community suggest that almost three-quarters of volunteer co 
ordinators spend a significant to substantial amount of worktime doing 
other things besides volunteer program coordination. That "something 
else! frequently centers on what is better called "community resource 
mobilization," with volunteers as just one part of that. Other community 
contributions in that package include materials (clothing, food, e t c . ) ,  
facilities, equipment, information, ideas, feedback, support/advocacy, 
and money. It is increasingly credible to see these various avenues of 
community contribution not as separates, but rather as part of a single 
integrated whole called "community resources," or some such name. As but 
one example, there is evidence that people who give time to a cause (vol 
unteers) are more than averagely likely also to give money to that cause. 
For others, increased awareness of the full range of options in giving 
makes it more likely they will find a congenial one: e . g . ,  materials it 
not time, or vice versa. From the staff perspective, this presents a far 
wider and more attractive range of potential options for enhancing their 
job satisfaction and effectiveness (see previous section on job factoring). 

In this view, trying to get staff support for volunteer services as 
a solo separate, is sometimes like trying to ride a unicycle. You have 
to be an acrobat to manage such an inherently unstable vehicle. We could 
instead be riding a far more stable four- (or more) wheeled vehicle, by 
presenting ourselves as orchestrators of all the various kinds of com 
munity contribution described above. In other words the expendable "luxury" 
perception many now have of us is due to an overly narrow packaging of 
what we really are and do. The frequently more appropriate, and always 
more defensible perception would be symbolized by moving from names like 
"volunteer program'' to broader titles. Thus the staff or executive who 
might patronize the volunteer program as a low-priority frill will have 
a harder time taking the same attitude towards a "community-based support 
system," or "community resource development program," or a "community 
relations division.' 

Consider it just a much larger umbrella to keep the rain off .  Many 
apparently do ,  for the popularity of these new, broader titles is steadily 
growing, among those who formerly called themselves 'volunteer coordi 
nator," "Director of Volunteer Services," or the like. 

• 
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For those who worry that this abandons the volunteer, I ' d  argue, 
first of all, that volunteer programs will have far more opportunity to 
survive, and thrive, with staff support, as part of an integrated com 
munity resource/mobilization program. Moreover the volunteer identifi 
cation can still be preserved and cherished as an alternative title in 
a large part of your program and in all of your heart . 

The theme of the next three sections is togetherness, the emphasis 
on what volunteers and staff share in common rather than how different 
they are . 
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TRYING FOR TOGETHERNESS 

Communicating . .  

I  believe it was Justice Brandeis who said: "Sunlight is the best 
disinfectant." Surely that applies to infections in the partnership be 
tween staff and volunteers. Put otherwise, imprecision and isolation 
breed paranoia, and good communication is the cure. The trouble is, 
ideal ongoing communication between staff and volunteers probably would 
take more time than either realistically ought to give it. It makes 
little sense for a volunteer, in the office only two hours a week, to 
spend one hour communicating with staff. It makes even less sense for 
a staff person supervising fifty volunteers to spend fifty hours per 
week communicating with them. We're all supposed to be working together 
most of the time, not "resolving problems" in our relationship. 

What we need is a kind of economical representative, communication 
which does the job, taking as little time as possible away from staff or 
volunteer work. The idea is to get enough sunlight without leaving home 
to live on the Equator. Here are two major suggestions. 

A. Have well-thought-out job descriptions which staff and volunteers 
participate in developing. These will serve as a kind of crvstallized 
communication, as clear benchmarks or reference points for discussing the 
work volunteers do.  

B. Develop processes in which focused intensive communication among 
a sample of volunteers and staff ,  stand for or represent the less organ 
ized, more time-consuming communication which would otherwise be necessary. 

A classic representative communication model is an advisory council 
of volunteers "speaking for" all volunteers in the program. Similarly, a 
staff committee may represent other staff, or a mixed staff-volunteer 
group speak for both. 

Here's a more recently developed representative communication model 
which has proven effective. It takes as little as a 45 minutes, and re 
quires as few as 3 or 4 each of volunteers and staff. The process can 
encompass as many as 25 of each but should then limit sub-group size to 
6-8 people. Here's an outline of the model: 

l .  The "bouquet bounce." Small (group(s) of volunteers brainstorm 
a list of all the things they like about staff.  NO PROBLEMS PERMITTED, 
at this point. Staff group(s) at the same time list all the things they 
like about volunteers. Then share both lists publicly, lavishly, lov 
ingly. Bask, don't rush. There are some very moving moments here, es 
pecially when wonderful surprises turn up of the type: 'Gosh, we didn't  
know you liked that about u s . "  By contrast, communication usually plunges 
immediately into problems, creating a grimly pessimistic climate which may 
overwhelm problem-solving. So, let's  get the glow first. You'll be sur 
prised how long it will continue to light the way to later problem-solving. 

f 

• 
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2 .  Now, mixed small groups of staff and volunteers work up lists 
of "what we need to work on together." The advantage is that issues 
are reality-tested within the mixed group, and come out as consensus 
statements rather than "charges" hurled at staff by volunteers, or vice 
versa. 

Interestingly enough, many problems surfacing at this point prove 
to be not so much issues between staff and volunteers as general admin 
istrative concerns affecting both. Thus, when volunteers in a mental 
institution requested patient "highlight summaries" for quick orientation 
during occasional visits, staff response was: "Heck we'd like that, too. 
Let's both talk to administration about it . "  

3 .  Disseminate the step 1 and 2 results widely in newsletters, meet 
ings, reports, etc. 

4. Follow up on concensus concerns expressed in step 2 (maybe a 
joint committee of participants could be involved here). Report back on 
results. 

5 .  Repeat the process about once every six months, possibly with a 
partly different group of volunteers and staff. 

Stay in touch without taking all your time to do it.  

------------------------------ 

EQUAL TREATMENT 
FOR STAFF WE NEED 

SMILES, TOO 

• 

We tend to concentrate on instances of discrimination against volun 
teers--which do exist. We need also to consider the case where volunteers 
get better treatment than staff: higher quality training, more careful 
matching to appropriate work, and above all, more recognition. Small 
wonder staff are sometimes envious . 

The remedy is more sensitive equalizing of benefits. If ,  for ex 
ample, volunteers have better on-site training than staff--as often hap 
pens--the volunteer coordinator should at least offer to share relevant 
parts of that training with staff .  Certainly, before advocating addi 
tional training for volunteers, the coordinator should first support more 
training for staff.  

The gap is most glaring in regard to appreciation and recognition. 
Here are the crucial intangible rewards which the psychologist Herzberg 
long ago noted can be as important to employees as money. I 've confirmed 
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this on numerous occasions by presenting lists of recommended volunteer 
recognitions to paid staff and asking them if they'd also like to have 
such smiles, thanks, pats on the back, etc. The answer, of course, is 
a near-unanimous YES. Being paid doesn't disqualify people from needing 
and deserving appreciation. 

then what happens in an agency experiencing significant vol 
unteer involvement for the first time. Generally, what a good volunteer 
program does is model the kind of humane-effective leadership which is 
the right of all workers. Suddenly, staff get their noses rubbed in the 
fact that they are not being treated that way and--to add insult to in 
jury, must nevertheless extend themselves to treat volunteers that way. 
Unconsciously or not, staff are prone to resent "teacher's pet! volun 
teers, in such a situation. 

This situation gives rise to the famous "principle of confusion." 
Don't just treat volunteers as if they were staff; t r e a t _s t a f f  as if they 
were volunteers! Each equally has the right to respect for ability and 
extra mile effort ;  each needs intangible rewards, good training, and 
supervision, and work which is fulfilling. Compound this benevolent 
confusion by: 

l .  Trying always to recognize a volunteer-staff teams rather than 
just volunteers alone. 

2. Recognizing staff for volunteer work they do elsewhere in the 
community. 

3 .  Where possible, recognizing staff for a "volunteer attitude" to 
wards their work in the agency/organization. 

4 .  Overall, being the visible advocate of deserving staff getting 
the same kinds of "psychological paychecks" as do volunteers. Because 
staff need it as much as volunteers--maybe more--and the volunteer program 
is likely to get support mainly from satisfied staff.  

To repeat, the volunteer program can get just so far out front in 
the effective humanizing of work, before staff begin to feel the pain of 
the difference, and perhaps pass on that pain to volunteers. Therefore, 
what we are--and must be--is apostles of humanity in the workplace, 

For all workers, not just for a privileged few. 

A Search for Common Ground 

Volunteers are special people. The trouble is, in our enthusiasm 
for telling people just how special they are, we end up segregating them. 
This apartheid-by-appreciation does no one any good. In fact, it is the 
entering wedge for alienation and conflict between staff and volunteers. 
By contrast, we should support the single-species theory which holds that 
staff and volunteers belong to the same human race. 

• 

• 
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. . .  they often sit next to each other in church or synagogue 

. . .  their kids go to the same schools 

. . .  they live in the same neighborhoods 

. • .  they belong to many of the same clubs 
• • .  mostly, they each care deeply about the organization they work 

for, and its mission 

It has been demonstrated repeatedly that volunteers and staff can 
inter-marry and produce offspring. 

So there! Whatever anyone tells you, volunteers did not just get 
off the boat from Mars. 

You wouldn't guess it from what we often say--or imply--about volun 
teers. Some "seeming separators," dramatized a bit for effect, are: 

• • .  We have two kinds of people in this agency. Staff people and 
volunteer people. You know they're different because they 
have different training, supervision, recognition, ete. We 
even have a specialist "volunteer coordinator" to work with 
those different volunteer people . 

. • .  You know volunteers care because they 're unpaid. On the other 
hand staff, who are paid (don't care?) .  

. . .Volunteers, because they're unpaid need intangible rewards. 
Staff, because they're paid, do not (we just dealt with that) . 

. . .  Staff are professionals. Volunteers, on the other hand are (not 
professionals?). 

. . .  Volunteers tend to be rich, idle ladies. Staff on the other hand 
are (poor, busy, males?).  

• . .  We expect excellence from our staff. From volunteers, we pretty 
much take what we can get. 

. . . Y o u  can fire staff, but you can't  fire volunteers, no matter what 
they do. 

BOSH! The last two points, dealt with elsewhere, need only be 
touched on here. Any rational organization expects the best from all its 
workers, paid or unpaid, and reserves the right to terminate the employment 
of people who don't  measure up. 

The professional vs. non-professional barrier crumbles on even cursory 
examination. An estimated 15% of all volunteers are professionals serving 
as volunteers in their professional capacity: accountants, doctors, at 
torneys, public relations professionals, dentists, nurses, social workers, 
psychologists, and on and on. Conversely, many paid staff are not profes 
sionals. Surveys increasingly give the lie to all the other alleged demo 
graphic differences, such as "all volunteers are women." In North America, 
at least, the profile of volunteers has come to substantially resemble the 
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profile of all people. This is one reason the search for "the profile 
of the typical volunteer" drives me up the wall. Volunteers are, or 
should bes every man and every woman--every person. Beyond that, obsession 
with special profiles, maybe special genes too, unnecessarily narrows our 
recruiting focus, and perpetuates the myth of a helping elite. The same 
energy could better be applied to increasing the accessibility of volun 
terring to all people. 

The bit about volunteers caring because they're unpaid is the unkindest 
cut of all to staff persons. Their resentment of it is perfectly under 
standable. An underpaid staff person who hangs in there 40 hours a week 
(in contrast to the volunteer's two hours) has got to care, at some level- 
or once did before becoming a casualty of the system. In my book, any 
caring that staff person shows,in spite of the daily, weekly and yearly 
batterings of time, is heroic. 

Finally, when we behave as if we had two "types" of people at the 
agency--volunteer types and staff types--are we being realistic? I think 
not. Surveys consistently suggest that about half of all Americans vol 
unteer. That means something like half of all the agency's staff people 
probably volunteer somewhere else in town (and ought to be recognized for 
i t ) .  On the other side, almost two-thirds of today's volunteers are also 
paid employees of some other organization. Most of the rest have worked 
for money at some time in their lives. 

The point is, we all understand what it is to be a paid employee, and 
at the same time, we're all part of the volunteer family. Most of us have 
some experience with both work-statuses. The overlap is even more pro 
nounced when we adopt the broadest (and to me most meaningful) definition 
of volunteering: doing more than you have to because you want to, in a 
cause you consider good. I sometimes use that definition with a group of 
staff who may be a little uncomfortable about a planned new volunteer pro 
gram. Then I say. "Hear this list through and raise your hand at the end 
if you've done any of these things. Have you ever . . .  written a letter 
to the editor • . .  comforted a crying child . . .  voted . . •  given some 
one directions on the street . .  helped out a sick neighbor . . .  be 
longed to a service club . . .  belonged to a religious congregation . . .  
held a door open for someone entering or leaving a building behind y o u .  
tried to cheer up a friend who was having a hard time . . .  etc.  [The 
list goes on and on; a whole raft of examples are given in Chapter 12 of 
the book EXPLORING VOLUNTEER SPACE, Yellowfire Press.]  In any case, at 
the end of such a list all or virtually all staff hands go up, and we can 
begin to talk about volunteering as an experience we all share in one form 
or another. [And how do you like to be treated when you volunteer? ] 
The counterpart exercise with volunteers is to identify and discuss their 
past or present experiences as paid employees If not their own experi 
ences, those of someone close to them. 

Where separatism persists, however, the danger remains of slipping 
into a competitive approach. This happens most obviously in research or 
evaluation which compares volunteers vs. staff doing essentially the same 
job. Whoever 'wins' on that, both lose. Beyond formal evaluation, every 
day conversation and communication must be careful to quash the competitive. 
Watch, too, the comparison (in at least one famous early research), which 

• 
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showed volunteers doing a great job in a setting where there had never 
been staff before. What this seems to imply is that we'll never need 
staff in this setting. That could be true, in some cases, but I 'd  cer 
tainly want to hold off on signaling that implication, til we're sure. 

The comparison we always want to make is 

• 

STAFF ALONE vs . STAFF I PLUS I VOLUNTEERS 

' 

Thus, it 's  not that volunteers can conduct public relations as well 
as or better than staff. Rather, it 's  that a team of staff and volunteers 
can do a much better job than staff alone,or volunteers alone, for that 
matter. I t ' s  the difference between comparing Dick vs. Jane as individ 
uals, on the one hand, in contrast to noting that Dick and Jane together 
seem to do better than either alone. Which kind of comparison would be 
more supportive of their marriage? 
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'TIL WE MEET AGAIN 

D o n ' t  expect another sequel to this book in another ten years; 
things will be settled long before t ha t ,  I  think. 

If the strategies presented here are seriously tried, I believe 
there's an excellent chance they will work. Then we'll have more than 
a few tantalizing exceptions to the rule that a genuine general partner 
ship between staff and volunteers is an unattainable dream, after 30 
years or more. 

At least equally probable, I fear, is a worst case scenario which 
may already have begun. The volunteer effort in human service agencies 
becomes a steadily ossifying foothold (or toehold). It becomes in 
stitutionalized as a tame self-congratulating token of what genuine com 
munity involvement might have meant in humanizing human services, and in 
adding a special dimension of creativity to it .  

The vital energies of volunteering seek other less blocked outlets,  
among them the group composed entirely of volunteers (an estimated six 
million of them in America); independent freelance volunteering; the 
informal non-program volunteering of everyday life, and the application 
of volunteer leadership principles to paid employment. There are signs 
even today of more movement to and through these more open gates to 
participation in a free society. I further sense the outlines of exciting 
new careers based on these alternative channels for volunteering. 

I t ' s  nearly our last chance to win with staff. 

Or they with us. 

• 


